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In this chapter
 ˽ Web-based Interface
 ˽ Data Storage
 ˽ Collector Editions

Command Collector is designed to be the central software module for the collection, man-
agement and distribution of traffic data. Its automated collection system allows the data 
from a complete network of traffic sensors to be collected and maintained at a central loca-
tion.

The Collector driver system allows for the collection of data from a wide variety of traf-
fic sensors, regardless of brand or manufacturer. Simple driver updates allow flexible and 
continuing support of future sensors and firmware upgrades without having to reinstall the 
entire system. 

Collector provides advanced traffic data integrity by maintaining gap free data, automati-
cally detecting changes to sensor settings, and automatically synchronizing the clock of 
each sensor in the network to ensure that data logs are properly time-stamped.

Web-based Interface
Collector’s Web interface allows you to manage sensors, change system settings, and view 
data graphs and reports available to any networked PC. Access to the Web interface is con-
trolled by user based permissions and authentication. Through the Web interface you can 
see at-a-glance status information such as if a sensor is communicating and actively collect-
ing data, overall system performance, and if any errors have occurred. 

Introduction
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Data Storage
Collector stores a full seven days worth of sensor interval data. In addition to the seven 
days worth of storage, Collector will also save up to 90 days of 5-minute, 15-minute and 
60-minute aggregate data. 

Data can be exported as user-defined data sets that can be previewed in grid, graph or 
text form. Collector supports several industry-standard data formats, including TMDD and 
XML with XSL transformations, for reliable distribution and effective data-sharing with 
other applications such as traveler information systems or long term planning analysis tools.
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In this chapter

 ˽ Installing Command HQ
 ˽ Licensing Command

1

The Command HQ installer is a setup tool for installing all Command products together. It 
deals with prerequisites like IIS and SQL Server and also creates the necessary databases for 
each product. This is also where you will enter your license key.

Installing Command HQ
Follow the instructions in this chapter to install Command HQ:
1 Once the welcome screen appears, you can start the install by clicking the Next button.

Figure 1.1 – Command HQ Setup Wizard
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2 You will then be asked to read the information in the license agreement. Once you 
have done that, click the I accept the agreement radio button and then click the Next 
button.

Figure 1.2 – License Agreement

3 If .Net Framework is not present on the system, you will be prompted to install it. In-
stalling .Net will take several minutes.

Figure 1.3 – .Net Framework Installation

Note
If the installer won’t allow you to advance past the .Net page after many minutes, 
you may need to reboot the computer and run the installer again. 

4 If IIS  is not present on the system, then the installer will prompt you to install it. IIS is 
a Microsoft web server application that is necessary for Command software .
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Figure 1.4 – IIS Installation

Click the Next button to install IIS to your system. You will see a progress bar indicat-
ing that IIS is being installed.

Figure 1.5 – IIS Progress Bar

5 Enter the product license key. Typically the license key is emailed to the customer after 
a Command order has been processed. If you don’t have a key, please contact your 
Wavetronix representative.

Figure 1.6 – Enter License Key

Note
More information on license keys can be found in the next section of this chapter.
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6 Command software requires SQL Server. You may use any available SQL Server. If 
you have an existing server, or want to manage the SQL Server yourself, it will need to 
be ready before proceeding with the Command software installation. Otherwise the 
installer allows the option of having it download and install the free Express edition of 
SQL Server.

Figure 1.7 – Installing SQL Server

7 Now, choose between Basic or Advanced installation mode. Basic Mode will install the 
software using default values for each component; Advanced Mode will allow you to 
customize your installation.

Figure 1.8 – Installation Mode

8 Manually select which Command components you wish to install and then click Next.
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Figure 1.9 – Selecting Components

9 Review the installation settings that you have selected. Once you are ready, click the 
Install button.

Figure 1.10 – Ready to Install

10 Once your installation is complete, click the Finish button.

Figure 1.11 – Finish Setup
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Command Licensing
If the license activation during the setup process fails for any reason, then it will be neces-
sary to use the license client web application to complete the licensing process. 

License Client Web Application
The client web application is installed as part of the Command HQ license activation pro-
cess. To access the client web app use the shortcut on the desktop named Licensing Login, 
or use a browser to access the following URL: http://localhost/Licensing/ActivateLicense

When the app loads it will ask for your product key. 

Figure 1.12 – License Client Web App

After the key is entered, press the Activate button to proceed.

The client web app will attempt to activate the license using the licensing server hosted by 
Wavetronix. If successful, the system will indicate that the license has been activated; other-
wise, it will fail and provide options for offline activation.

Figure 1.13 – Failed to License Page
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Offline Activation
If there is no internet access on the machine where Command is being installed, it is still 
possible to activate the license. To do this, follow the steps below: 
1 Click the Download Activation File button and save the activation file to a known 

location.
2 Take the activation file to a computer that does have access to the internet, then open the 

following URL on that computer: http://licensing.wavetronix.com/LicensingPublic

You will then see the screen below. This is called the public licensing tool.

Figure 1.14 – Public Licensing Tool

3 Enter the license key into the public licensing tool, then press the OK button. If the 
license is valid, then the License Details page will be loaded. 

Figure 1.15 – License Details Page

4 Press the Activate License button to load the Activate License page. This page allows 
the activation file that was saved from the license client web app to be uploaded to the 
public license tool. 
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Figure 1.16 – Activate License Page

5 Press the Select button to browse for the activation file. After the file is selected, click 
the Activate button.

Figure 1.17 – Select the Activation File

If the activation succeeds then you will be able to download the license file to be in-
stalled on your Command computer.

Figure 1.18 – Public Licensing Success
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6 Press the Download button to save the license file to the computer. 
7 Take the license file back to the Command computer and use the license client web app 

to install it. 
8 Click the Select button to attach the license file.

Figure 1.19 – Attach the License File to the License Client Web App

9 Press the Install License File button to complete the licensing process. 

Figure 1.20 – Activation Success.

License activation is now complete.

Note
If you have licensing issues, please contact your Wavetronix representative.
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In this chapter
 ˽ Logging In
 ˽ Service Not Started Errors
 ˽ Common Web Interface Features
 ˽ Web Interface Context Help

2

Once Collector has been installed, the Collector Login page can be accessed by opening 
a Web browser and navigating to: http://<hostname or IP Address of DataCollector>/
DataCollector/.

The Collector Web interface works with the following Web browsers:
 ˽ Internet Explorer 6 and greater
 ˽ Firefox 1.5 and greater

Logging In
Each user must log in by entering a username and password. Your organization should have 
been provided with a predefined administrator username and a password at installation; 
these will be used the first time the Collector Web interface is accessed. Once an admin-
istrator has logged in, new username and password combinations can be created for any 
number of additional users with differing levels of permissions.

Login Page
When you access the Web interface, you will be taken to the Login page (see Figure 2.1).

Using the Collector Web Interface 2 
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Figure 2.1 – Login Page

Enter your username and password, and then click the Login button. Once you are logged 
in, the Sensors page should appear. If your login fails, a message will appear saying the login 
information was incorrect. 

Note
Passwords are case-sensitive.

Click on the link on the bottom of the Login page to access the Collector End User License 
Agreement.

Session Timeout
For security reasons, a login session will automatically end after a period of inactivity, re-
turning you to the Login page. The timeout duration can be specified in the Settings section 
of the System page (see Chapter 7).

Service Not Started Errors
The Collector service is configured to start automatically, even after a server reboot. How-
ever, in rare cases, a server error or an altered system configuration causes the Collector 
service to stop, or to fail to restart in a timely manner. If this happens, you will not be able 
to access the Web interface and a message reading “The Collector service failed to start up 
properly…” will be displayed on the Login page. 

Troubleshooting Service Not Started Errors
Follow the steps below to make sure the Collector service has started:
1 Open the Control Panel on your machine.
2 Select Administrative Tools > Services and check the listing for Collector. 
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3 If the service is not started, start it manually by right clicking on the entry and selecting 
Start; a Windows message will appear if the attempt was successful.  

4 Right click on the Collector Service entry to make sure the service is set to automati-
cally start upon system startup.

5 Select Properties. 
6 Set the service startup type to Automatic. 

Follow the steps below if the service still has not started and cannot be started manually: 
1 Open the Control Panel on your machine.
2 Select Administrative Tools > Event Viewer.  
3 Click Application and check the application log for error messages related to Collector.  

The following are some of the possible errors that will prevent Collector from starting prop-
erly:

 ˽ Invalid license file – The license file for Collector could either not be found or is con-
figured incorrectly for the given Collector installation. Contact Wavetronix Technical 
Services if the license file for Collector is either missing or incorrect.

 ˽ Problem communicating with the SQL Server database – Collector depends on the 
SQL Server service being active in order to communicate with the database. If the SQL 
Server service has not started properly, Collector will not be able to function. If the 
Collector service cannot communicate with the database, the Login page will display 
an error. Check the SQL Server service in the Windows services list to see if it has in-
deed failed to start, and check for entries in the event log related to SQL Server. Contact 
Wavetronix Technical Services if the cause of the SQL Server failure is still unknown.

Note
SQL Server can be installed on a separate server.

Common Web Interface Features
The following features are common to the Collector Web interface pages:

Main Menu
The Collector main menu bar contains the server time, the name of the user who is logged 
in and the following five options (see Figure 2.2):

Figure 2.2 – Main Menu Bar
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 ˽ Sensors – Links to the Sensors page, which contains a sensor list with the current sen-
sor status.

 ˽ Data – Links to the Data Report/Export page, which allows you to create reports with 
recent data from one or more sensors.

 ˽ System – Links to the System page, which contains features for advanced functionality.
 ˽ Help – Links to the Help page, which contains helpful information and links to impor-

tant documentation.
 ˽ Logout – Logs out the user, returning to the Login page. 

Note
You can exit Collector by closing the browser window or using the Logout link. Using 
the Logout button will automatically save your settings for future use, while closing 
the browser window will return your settings back to what they were when they 
were last saved.

Navigation/Status Control
The Navigation/System Status control is directly below the main menu bar on most pages 
(see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 – Navigation/System Status Control

The left side of the control shows the page title, along with a trail of the user’s most recently 
viewed pages. Click on the links in the trail to return to those pages.

The System Errors box displays any system errors recorded by Collector within the last five 
minutes, hour or 24 hours; errors from the last five minutes will be recorded in all three 
categories. To view the error details, click on the error count of the desired category. The 
System Error page will appear, displaying specific information about each error.

Note
The System Errors box will only appear if there has been an error recorded in the last 
24 hours.

The Sensors Overview box indicates the following:
 ˽ Total – Shows how many sensors are registered in the Collector system.
 ˽ Collecting – Shows how many of the registered sensors are supposed to be collecting 
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data currently. 
 ˽ Succeeding – Shows how many of the sensors Collector is successfully collecting data 

from.
 ˽ Failing – Shows how many sensors have data collection errors (based on the currently 

defined error parameters).

Additional information about the sensors is available on the Sensors page (see Chapter 2).

Web Interface Context Help  
Click the blue question mark icon to access the Help window for the currently displayed 
page. The help windows provide a description of the page’s functionality, answers to basic 
questions and a link to this user guide.





In this chapter
 ˽ Sensor List
 ˽ Display Settings Control
 ˽ Filter Controls

3

The Sensors page is the primary interface to Collector functionality and the first page that 
appears upon logging in (see Figure 3.1). 

Sensor List 
Summary

Sensor 
Toolbar

Display 
Settings 
Control

Filter 
Controls

Paging 
Control

Figure 3.1 – Sensors Page

The Sensors page can be accessed at any time by clicking on the Sensors link in the Main 
Menu bar (see Figure 3.2).

Sensors Page 3 
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Figure 3.2 – Sensors Link

Sensor List
The sensor list contains a one-row entry for each sensor that meets the specified display and 
filter criteria. If the sensor list continues to multiple pages, the Change Page control at the 
bottom of the page will allow you to view the pages in the list.  

How the sensors are displayed can be changed using the Display Settings control (see the 
Display Settings Control section of this chapter for more information). 

The sensor list is automatically sorted according to the values in the Sensor column. To re-
sort the sensor list, click on any column header. Click on the column header again to sort 
the display in the opposite direction.

You can also filter the list by using the filtering controls located above the sensor list (see the 
Filtering Controls section of this chapter for more information).

Figure 3.3 – Left Half of Sensor List

Figure 3.3 is a close-up view of the left half of the sensor list. The following sections explain 
each column in the sensor list, moving from left to right.

Select All
The left column with the checkbox allows you to select sensors for operations. 

Click a sensor’s checkbox to select a single sensor; multiple sensors can be selected, provid-
ed they are displayed on the same page. If you select sensors and then navigate to a different 
page, those sensors will no longer be selected.

To select all of the sensors that are displayed on the current page, click the checkbox header 
at the top of the column.  
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Note
See the Display Settings control section to learn how to select all of the sensors in 
the sensor list.

Com
The Com column contains a communication status value for each sensor in the list. The 
communication status of a sensor is based upon:

 ˽ Communication History – The successes and failures of the most recent 100 attempts 
by Collector to communicate with that sensor. 

 ˽ System Thresholds – There are two types of thresholds: total percentage and consecu-
tive failures. (They can be set on the System page, within the Settings section.) The 
thresholds pertain to all sensors within Collector. Both thresholds—percentage and 
consecutive—are looking at the same communication data, and are looking at the same 
problems represented within that data. Percentage and consecutive each have a defined 
warning (yellow) and error (red) threshold.

By default, warning thresholds are 20 percent or 3 consecutive failures, and error 
thresholds are 50 percent or 10 consecutive failures.

The possible statuses of a sensor are:

 Green circle – Indicates that the sensor is collecting successfully. For the most recent 
100 communications, the error count was below the sensor warning threshold per-
centage and the consecutive failure count was below the consecutive failures warning 
threshold. 

 Yellow triangle – Indicates that some problems have occurred. For the most recent 
100 communications, either the error count exceeded the sensor warning threshold 
percentage or the consecutive failure count exceeded the consecutive failures warning 
threshold, or both thresholds were exceeded. However, both counts were below their 
respective red thresholds.

 Red square – Indicates that frequent problems occurred. For the most recent 100 com-
munications, either the error count exceeded the Sensor Error Threshold percentage 
or the consecutive failure count exceeded the Consecutive Failures Error threshold, or 
both thresholds were exceeded. 

 Light gray circle – Appears next to sensors that are currently turned off in Collector 
(but not necessarily disconnected in the field).
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Note
Despite having a green circle status, a device may have recorded communication er-
rors; despite having a red box status, some valid data may have been received.  

Data
The Data status column contains an icon representing the data state of each sensor in the 
list. The Data status for a sensor is based on:

 Recent Data – The most recent data for each sensor is cached by Collector. The data in 
this cache will expire based on system settings (by default after three times the collec-
tion frequency). 

 No Recent Data – If there is no recent data, the data status will return an error (icon 
with a red square). 

 Slow Collection Jobs – If collection jobs are taking longer than the allowed time (as 
determined by collection frequency), then the data status will change to an warning 
state (icon with yellow triangle).

 No Collection Jobs – If the sensor is enabled and no collection jobs are running, then 
the status will be in the error state.

 Missing Some Collection Jobs – If there are too many missing collection jobs then the 
sensor will be in a warning state.

 Missing Data Intervals(Error/Warn) – Checks the number of missing intervals from 
the most recent 100. If too many are missing then it will cause either an error or warn-
ing state based on the thresholds set in the system settings.

Sensor
The Sensor column shows the hostname/IP address on which the sensor is registered, its 
port identification and any additional ID information. The entry is formatted as follows: <ip 
or hostname>:<port> (<id>). The ID field represents a multi-drop ID for sensors that sup-
port multi-drop communication, or a sensor-specific ID (which is used by the driver). Each 
sensor or multi-drop ID is a link to the Sensor Configuration page for that sensor.

Network(s)
The Network column contains the name(s) of the network(s) that the sensor belongs to. A net-
work is an abstract grouping of sensors within Collector used only for convenience in managing 
groups of similar data collection devices, groups that are in a certain geographic area or groups 
that can be accessed by the same type of user. A sensor can belong to more than one network or 
to no network. A Collector network has no bearing on actual sensor functionality. The sensor 
itself will function without belonging to a network, and Collector can collect data from that lone 
sensor. Networks can be created via the Networks section of the System page (see Chapter 6). 
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Location
The Location column displays a description, name or coordinates that represent the current 
sensor location. Some sensors can store location strings within their memory and can be 
queried by Collector. For sensors that don’t have such a capability, you can input the loca-
tion value into Collector. 

Figure 3.4 – Right Half of Sensor List

Figure 3.4 is a close-up view of the right half of the sensor list. The following sections ex-
plain the rest of the columns in the sensor list, from left to right. 

Description
The Description column displays optional text that further identifies the sensor. Some 
sensors can accept this information, entered directly into the device, then store it in their 
memories. Then, Collector can query the sensor and obtain the description. For sensors 
that don’t have such a capability, you can input the location value into Collector. 

Custom
The Custom column can be used for additional information. The Custom column is par-
ticularly useful for sensors that natively support location and description fields in memory, 
and therefore cannot be altered within Collector. 

Interval (Intrvl)
The Intrvl column displays how often, in seconds, the sensor is collecting and binning data. 

Frequency (Fq)
The Fq column shows how often, in seconds, Collector is collecting data from the sensor. If 
the value shown is labeled “Adv,” the collection interval was set using an advanced schedule 
that may not be measured in seconds.
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Speed, Volume, and Occupancy (S, V, O)
The Speed, Volume and Occupancy (S, V, O) columns represent a quick data snapshot of 
the most recent data packet received by a sensor. The fields represent average speed (S), 
total volume (V) and average occupancy (O) over ALL lanes in only the most recent data 
packet received.

Note
If data collection is turned off for a sensor, or if Collector was unable to retrieve data 
during the last three intervals for that sensor—or for the defined expiration period, 
which is set via the System page)—the Speed, Volume and Occupancy fields will 
display only dashes.

Errors
The Errors column contains the percentage of the last 100 attempts to communicate with 
the device during which an error occurred. The Errors column is useful for identifying sen-
sors that are communicating inconsistently. 

Paging through the Sensor List
The sensor list has a configurable page size, which determines how many sensors are in-
cluded on one page. The page size is specified using the Display Settings control (see the 
Display Settings Control section in this chapter). 

If the amount of sensors that meet the filter criteria exceeds the page size setting, a paging 
control will be visible at the bottom of the page (see Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 – Paging Control

When you have a sensor list that is longer than one page, use Previous, Next and the page 
numbers to navigate to your desired page. 

Note
Do not use the Web browser back and forward arrows for paging through the sensor 
list.
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Display Settings Control
The Display Settings control provides options for configuring the sensor list display. Click 
on the Display Settings control button to change the amount of sensors and/or columns 
displayed on the page.

The Sensors Per Page setting determines how many sensors will be displayed per page (see 
Figure 3.6). The All setting turns off paging for the list and displays all sensors visible under 
the current filtering criteria on the screen. 

To perform operations on all sensors simultaneously, click the All setting and then click the 
Select All column header.

Figure 3.6 – Sensors Per Page Control

The Columns control determines which columns are included in the list (see Figure 3.7). 
Unchecking a box will remove the column from the list. The Select All, Status and Sensor 
columns will always be visible.

Figure 3.7 – Columns Control
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Note
Settings can only be saved by clicking Logout on the main menu bar. Ending the 
session by closing the browser will revert the display settings to their last saved 
state. 

Filter Controls
The filter controls, located directly above the sensor list, allow you to specify which sensors 
to include in the sensor list; the sensors can be filtered by network, type, status and data. If 
no sensors meet the given criteria, the sensor list will be empty. The default values for each 
filter control (All, All, Any and Any) will display all of the sensors that are defined within 
Collector (see Figure 3.8). 

Figure 3.8 – Filter Controls

Clicking on a filter setting will reveal a list of filtering options. The sections below explain 
how to use the different filter controls. 

Note
Because sensor status can change through time, a filtered sensor list can also 
change. The sensor list is automatically refreshed every 60 seconds. 

Showing Sensors in Networks
The Showing Sensors In Networks filter lists each network. 

Clicking a network name will display the sensors that belong to that network. More than 
one network can be marked. Selecting All will display the sensors from all networks, as well 
as the sensors that don’t belong to a network.

Of Type
The Of Type list contains each sensor type currently registered in the system. Selecting a 
specific sensor type will display the sensors of that type. Selecting All will display all sensor 
types.
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With Com Status
The With Com Status filter displays the sensors that have a status that matches your selec-
tion (see Figure 3.9). 

Figure 3.9 – Status Filter Options

Below is a description of the options in the Status column:
 Collecting – Displays the sensors that are currently set to collect data.

 Not Collecting – Only displays the sensors that are not currently set to collect data.
 Collecting With Success – Only displays the sensors that are collecting and are NOT 

in an error or warning condition (according to the thresholds). 
 Collecting With Warnings – Only displays the sensors that have a warning status.
 Collecting With Errors – Only displays the sensors that are set to collect, but are cur-

rently in an error state (according to the error and failure thresholds). 

With Data Status
The With Data Status filter displays the sensors that have the following:

 ˽ Valid Data – Displays only sensors with valid data.
 ˽ Any Data Issue – Displays sensors with any type of data issue.
 ˽ No Recent Data – Displays sensors that have not gathered any recent data.
 ˽ Slow Collection Jobs – Displays sensors with slow collection.
 ˽ No Collection Jobs – Displays sensors that are not collecting data.
 ˽ Missing Some Collection Jobs – Displays sensors that are missing some collection jobs.
 ˽ Missing Data Intervals (Error) – Displays sensors that are missing data intervals and 

are reporting an error.
 ˽ Missing Data Intervals (Warn) – Displays sensors that are missing data intervals and 

are reporting warnings.
 ˽ Any – Displays all sensors regardless of status.

By Data
The By Data filter displays sensors based on their recent data. The By Data filter options 
include viewing sensors with or without recent data (see Figure 3.10). 
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Figure 3.10 – By Data Filter

A value can be entered in one data field (speed, volume, or occupancy) along with an opera-
tor (>, <, or =). Selecting Any will display sensors without data filtering.

Note
Only those sensors that meet ALL filtering criteria will be displayed in the resulting 
sensor list. 
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The sensor toolbar allows you to perform basic operations on one or more sensors directly 
from the Sensors page (see Figure 4.1). Some operations will cause a new page to appear.

Figure 4.1 – Sensor Toolbar

If the operation requires the selection of sensors, first select the desired sensors and then 
click the appropriate toolbar button. 

Sensor Toolbar 4 
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Note
Some toolbar buttons may not be visible to users who do not have authorization to 
perform certain functions. 

Add Sensors
The Add Sensors button displays the Add Sensors page, where you can add sensors to 
Collector. Using ranges or address books, the Add Sensor page allows you to add a large 
number of sensors at one time (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 – Add Sensor Page

Follow the steps below to add a sensor or group of sensors:
1 Select a sensor type from the Sensor Type drop-down list. The Sensor Type drop-

down list contains every sensor driver registered on the system. Choose the driver that 
will be used to communicate with the sensor. 

Note
Some sensor brands may have more than one driver for different circumstances, 
such as different communication protocols or other unique distinctions. Consult 
individual driver documentation for specifics on driver differences within brands. 
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2 Enter the IP/Hostname of the sensor or communication server and the Port number 
through which Collector will communicate. Ranges can be used to add more than one 
sensor at the same time (see Figure 4.3). 

Figure 4.3 – Add Sensor Info Fields

Depending on the sensor and communication setup, a multi-drop ID or a unit address 
may be required. The Multi-drop ID field will not be displayed if it is not necessary for 
the selected driver. In other cases, the Multi-drop ID field will be visible and relabeled 
with a new name to correspond to the particular address or field name used by the 
device for user clarity.

The Custom ID field is optional and can be used to enter any additional identification 
information.

3 Enter the initial collection interval (in seconds) into the Collection Interval field. For 
sensor drivers that support automatic querying of the sensor interval, the Use Sensor 
Interval option will be displayed. Check this box to use the sensor interval as the col-
lection interval.

4 Select the time zone that the sensor resides in from the Time Zone drop-down list and 
mark whether the sensor location observes daylight savings time. This will allow Col-
lector to adjust sensor time to local time for proper timekeeping and data storage (see 
Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 – Additional Add Sensor Fields

The Start Collecting Data Immediately option determines whether data collection is 
started or stopped for the new sensor once it is added. If the communication pathway 
to the sensor is open, data collection can begin immediately; if the Start Collecting 
Data Immediately option is checked, Collector will attempt to retrieve the sensor’s 
configuration after it is added to the system. However, if the sensor is not connected 
and configured properly, it is recommended that this option be turned off.  If the op-
tion is not turned off, Collector will continue to attempt to connect and will simply log 
errors after every collection interval.  

The Attach to Multi-drop Server (if available) option is used when multiple sensors 
share a common IP address and port. This option will only be available if the selected 
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driver supports multi-drop communication. In most cases, checking this option will 
cause the Multi-drop ID field next to the Port field to be displayed, allowing you to 
input an individual ID for this sensor.

The network panel contains a checkbox for each sensor network currently configured 
in the system. Checking a network box will add the sensor to the network. 

5 Enter the custom properties for the sensor type. Because each sensor brand has its own 
unique properties, the Add Sensor page will be different for each sensor (see Figure 
4.5). The custom panel will load a unique control and may have additional controls that 
will add other properties to the initial sensor configuration, depending on the sensor 
type selected (see Chapter 8 or any manual addendum that came with the driver soft-
ware for specifics on these custom controls and how to configure them).

Figure 4.5 – Custom Panel

6 Click the Add button once all properties and options are set and Collector will add 
the new sensor to the sensor list. If data collection is enabled, Collector will attempt to 
download the sensor configuration to the Collector database and start collecting data 
immediately.

Modem Support Using COM Ports
COM ports are used when dialing to a sensor via an attached serial modem. To use a single 
COM port, simply enter the port number in the Port field. 

If more than one modem is present, then you will need to set each dialup sensor to use 
every available COM port. This is accomplished by using a special notation to enter a range 
or list of COM ports. Use the following notation to enter a continuous range of ports:  {5-9}. 
Use the following notation to enter a list of COM ports:  {4,8,13,16}.

Adding Ranges of Sensors
The IP/Hostname and Port fields support range notation for adding multiple sensors at 
once. The notation for adding a range of ports is [<start number>-<end number>]. This 
will add every number between the start number and end number inclusive as the Port 
numbers. 
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For example, a sensor entry that reads “IP Address:  1.2.3.4” and “Port: [5000-5009]” will 
add ten sensors to Collector, all with IP addresses equal to 1.2.3.4, with each one having a 
sequential port number from 5000 through 5009. A sensor entry that reads “IP Address:  
1.2.[3-5].6” will add 1.2.3.6, 1.2.4.6 and 1.2.5.6 to Collector.

Using more than one range instance will add ALL combinations of ranged values to Col-
lector. For example, using “1.2.[3-5].[6-8]” for the IP address will match all possible values 
for the first range set with all possible values for the second range set, for a total of nine new 
sensors. Adding a port range of [5000-5009] to the above IP address will add all possible 
ports to all possible IP addresses for a total of ninety new sensors added at the same time. 
When using multiple or large ranges, be sure to calculate exactly how many new sensors 
will be added to the system.

When using ranges to add sensors, all other values on the Add Sensor page will be the same 
for each sensor.

Note
In some cases, properties will still change when Collector downloads the individual 
configurations from each sensor. 

Adding from an Address Book
Certain software applications, such as Wavetronix SmartSensor Manager, are capable of stor-
ing a collection of sensor connection information in an address book. Collector supports the 
automatic import of address books created with SmartSensor Manager (see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 – Address Book Tab

Use the following steps to add sensors from an address book:
1 Select the local file by clicking the Choose File button.
2 Click the Upload File button and the file will automatically be uploaded to the server 

Address Book directory.
3 After the file is uploaded, select the desired address book from the list and click the 

Add button at the bottom of the page.

All sensors in the selected address book will share the same sensor Network, Time Zone 
and other custom field settings. Some fields may change when Collector retrieves each in-
dividual sensor’s configuration information.  
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Remove Sensors
The Remove Sensors button removes all selected sensors from Collector. Follow the steps 
below to remove a sensor:
1 Checkmark the sensor(s) to be removed. 
2 Click the Remove Sensors button. 
3 When a confirmation message appears, click OK. The screen will refresh and the de-

leted sensor(s) will be removed from Collector. 

Collector will not attempt to communicate or collect data from a removed sensor; however, 
the sensor configuration information and data collected from a sensor prior to its removal 
will still be available.

View Errors
The Errors column in the sensor list displays which sensors are currently experiencing er-
rors. To view the specific errors from a sensor, select the sensor in the list and click the View 
Errors button. The Sensor Error Log will appear, displaying the errors from the selected 
sensor (see Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7 – Sensor Error Log 

Each row in the log represents an error that occurred at a time when Collector attempted 
to communicate with the sensor. The sensor error table shows all errors initially sorted by 
sensor and timestamp, with the most recent errors first. Each error row contains the follow-
ing four data columns:

 ˽ Sensor – Defaults to the IP/Port for the sensor as identification, but can be changed to 
other sensor attributes such as location or custom ID.

 ˽ Time – Shows the date and time the errors were recorded by the sensor driver.
 ˽ Type – Shows the classification for the error and will be marked as Information, Warn-

ing or a specific type of error such as Communication or IO.
 ˽ Message – Contains the beginning of each error message.  

As with other tables in Collector, the sensor error table can be sorted by clicking on any col-
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umn header. To change the selected sensor for which errors are displayed, click the Select 
Sensor button in the upper right corner and select a new sensor.

Click anywhere within the error row to view the Error Details window (see Figure 4.8). 

Figure 4.8 – Error Details Window

Sensor Error Display Settings
The sensor error Display Settings button allows you to adjust various display settings for 
the error page (see Figure 4.9). 

Figure 4.9 – Sensor Error Display Settings Menu

The Display Settings menu contains the following options:
 ˽ Show Sensors By – Adjusts how the sensors are displayed in the error list.  The sensors 

can be displayed by IP/Port, Location or Custom ID.
 ˽ Filter Message By – Allows you to decide whether to exclude non-serious messages 

such as warnings or information. Select Errors & Warnings to exclude purely infor-
mational messages from display; select Errors Only to exclude both informational and 
warning messages; select All to show all messages recorded by the sensor driver no 
matter the level of seriousness.
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 ˽ Entries Per Page – Controls how many sensor errors to display per page.
 ˽ Columns – Allows you to select which columns will be visible in the table.  Uncheck a 

column box to exclude it from display.

Sensor Error Queries
The Sensor Error page allows you to query sensor error messages using given start and end 
times in the Filter By Date Range menu controls (see Figure 4.10). The Show Errors After 
control allows you to exclude messages before a given date. To use this feature, check the 
Show Errors After checkbox and select a starting date. Click on the small calendar icon 
beside the date field to open up a calendar control.  

Figure 4.10 – Filter By Date Range Control

To show only errors before a given start date, check the Show Errors Before checkbox and 
choose an end date. Both the Show Errors After and Show Errors Before controls can be 
used simultaneously. Once the start and end dates are set, click the Refresh button and the 
desired sensors will appear.

Exporting Sensor Errors
To export the current view of sensor errors, select a format from the Export to the selected 
format drop-down list (supported formats are Text, XML and Excel). Click the Export but-
ton to create a file in the selected format containing the listed errors. A hyperlink marked 
Click To Open Export File will appear to the right of the Export button. Click on the link 
to open the file in the current browser; right-click on the hyperlink to save the file to the 
local machine.

Config
The Config button opens the Configuration window (see Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11 – Configuration Box

The Configuration window allows you to simultaneously change basic configuration op-
tions for multiple sensors. However, some configuration options are available only on the 
Sensor Configuration page; to extensively update the configuration of an individual sensor, 
click on its link in the Sensor column of the sensor list. 

To change a sensor or group of sensor’s settings, click the checkboxes of the desired sensors 
and click Config. The settings under Configuration include the following:

 ˽ IP Address/Hostname – Enter the IP address or hostname of the selected sensor(s).
 ˽ Port – Enter the port of the selected sensor(s).
 ˽ ID/Address – Enter the multidrop ID or the subnet ID (see Add Sensors section).
 ˽ Custom ID – Insert a custom message identifying the sensor(s).
 ˽ Use Sensor Interval as Collection Interval – Sets collection interval (how often Collec-

tor gets data from the sensor) to be the same length as the sensor interval (how often 
the sensor stores data). The sensor and collection intervals can also be set in the Sensor 
Config page (see Chapter 4).

 ˽ Time Zone – Select the time zone of the sensor(s) (this will affect the timestamp on 
collected data).

 ˽ Daylight Savings Time –  Select if you would like the time on the sensor to be subject 
to daylight savings time (this will affect the timestamp on collected data).

 ˽ Attach to Multi-drop Server (if available) – Used when multiple sensors share a com-
mon IP address and port. This option will only be available if the selected driver sup-
ports multi-drop communication. 

Once you have made the setting changes, click Save Config On Selected Sensors. Use the 
Auto Create Approaches button to use the lane direction information to create approaches. 
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Example
If a sensors has three lanes marked East and two marked West, then it will create 
two approaches: East and West. If each lane has a unique direction, then each lane 
will end up in its own approach.

Collection
The Collection button displays the Start and Stop Collection buttons (see Figure 4.12). 

Figure 4.12 – Collection Buttons

The Start Collection button starts data collection on all selected sensors; the Stop Collec-
tion button stops data collection on all selected sensors.

Note
Starting and stopping data collection only affects Collector. Sensors with onboard 
data buffers will continue to store a history of data packets. If data collection is 
stopped then restarted, Collector (if sensor-supported) will retrieve the most recent 
data packets and the interim data from the period when data collection was turned 
off.

Intervals
The Intervals button opens the Intervals window and allows you to set the sensor and col-
lection intervals (see Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.13 – Intervals Box

The sensor interval represents how often the sensor collects and bins data into data packets. 
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The sensor interval is located in the Intrvl column on the sensor list. Sensor intervals are 
limited by sensor firmware. Consult the sensor documentation to determine the acceptable 
sensor intervals.

To specify the sensor interval:
1 Enter an interval value in the Set Sensor Interval To: field. If the sensor is configured 

so that it uses the sensor interval as the collection interval, the sensor and collection 
intervals will automatically be set to the same value.

2 Click the Set Sensor Interval button. Once the interval is set, the results will be listed 
for each sensor. 

Note
Some sensor types do not support changing the sensor interval remotely. Consult 
the individual driver documentation to see if changing the sensor interval via Collec-
tor is acceptable.

The collection interval represents how often Collector attempts to connect to the sensor and 
download the latest data packets. The collection interval is located in the Fq column on the 
sensor list.

Note
Some sensors can store only the most recent data packets. In these cases, if the 
collection interval differs from the sensor interval, data will be lost. Likewise, some 
sensors have very limited memory for older data packets; therefore, large collec-
tion intervals might result in missed data (if the interim time exceeds the sensor’s 
capacity to store older data packets). 

You can only specify one interval at a time. If Collector uses the sensor interval as the col-
lection interval, any value entered into the Set Collection Interval To: field will be disre-
garded. By default, Collector keeps the collection interval the same as the sensor interval 
unless instructed otherwise. Consult individual sensor documentation to find acceptable 
collection intervals for Collector.  

If a sensor allows collection intervals to be larger than sensor intervals, the sensor will col-
lect several data packets prior to Collector connecting and downloading the most recent 
data (the data after the most recent collection interval).

To specify the collection interval:
1 Enter an interval value in the Set Collection Interval To: field. If the sensor is config-

ured so that it uses the sensor interval as the collection interval, any value entered into 
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the Set Collection Interval To: field will be disregarded. 
2 Click the Set Collection Interval button. Once the interval is set, the results will be 

listed for each sensor (see Figure 4.14). 

Figure 4.14 – Interval Completion Results

Commands
The Commands button opens the Commands window (see Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15 – Commands Box

The list below contains information about the Command window:
 ˽ Update Configuration – Causes Collector to immediately try to connect to all selected 

sensors and download any relevant configuration information, such as Location, De-
scription, Sensor Interval and Lane Configuration to the Collector database.

Note
Collector will automatically attempt to update the configuration on a regular basis 
(see the Timer Settings section in Chapter 6). The sensor’s firmware must support 
the Update Configuration command for it to work.
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 ˽ Synchronize Time – Causes Collector to attempt to connect with the selected sensors and 
set their onboard clocks to the server’s time. Collector will regularly attempt to synchronize 
the time on each sensor based on the Synchronize Clock Timer setting (see Chapter 6). The 
sensor’s firmware must support the Synchronize Time command for it to work.

 ˽ Collect Data – Immediately starts data collection jobs for the selected sensors. Collec-
tor immediately starts collecting data once you click Collect Data, rather than waiting 
for the next regular collection time. The manually started collection jobs will function 
the same as automatic jobs, including storing data in SQL Server. 

 ˽ Collect All Data – Runs jobs on the selected sensors to retrieve all data that is available 
on their onboard buffers (this could take a few hours). When supported by the sensors, 
this command provides a nice way to bring in all data that was gathered before Collec-
tor was introduced to the environment.

 ˽ Collect Data From a Selected Date/Time Range – Retrieves data for the specified time 
period. The extent to which you can retrieve historical data depends on the sensor type. 

Note
Some sensor drivers support additional commands that are included as custom 
commands on the Sensor Commands tab of the Sensor Config page. 

Networks
The Networks button opens the Network window (see Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.16 – Network Box

The list below contains information about the Networks window:
 ˽ Network – Contains all previously created Collector networks.
 ˽ Add To Network – Adds all selected sensors to the selected network. Sensors can be-

long to more than one network. 
 ˽ Remove From Network – Removes the selected sensors from the selected network, but 

will not affect any other network affiliation for those sensors. 
 ˽ Clear All Networks – Removes the network affiliations from all selected sensors. 
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Data
The Data button opens the Data page and transfers the current selection of sensors to the 
Reports tab for convenience.

All sensors are listed in the Select Sensors box on the left side of the screen (see Figure 4.17). 
Sensors that were selected on the Sensors page are also shown selected here. You can select 
additional sensors from the tree, if needed, and you can sort the tree according to the values 
in the Show Sensors By field (IP/Port, Location/Description, and Custom ID). 

Figure 4.17 – Reports Tab of Data Page

See Chapter 5 for more information about defining, creating and viewing reports.  

Search
The Search button opens the Search window (see Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18 – Search Box

Performing a search will temporarily override any filter settings for the sensor list and dis-
play only the sensors that meet the criteria. Search terms are not case sensitive.

Follow the steps below to perform a search:
1 Specify where to search by selecting the desired value from Search In: drop-down 

list. The All Fields option searches for the given text in all fields, including Sensor, 
Location, Description, Custom ID and Custom Fields. The Custom Fields option 
searches for the specified text among all the custom properties of a sensor. Custom 
Fields include all fields on the Sensor Configuration page except for sensor, location, 
description, and custom id. Custom properties are NOT visible from the Sensors page, 
but are entered when the sensor is added and can be displayed via the Sensor Configu-
ration page. 

2 Enter the text you want to search for in the For Text: field. 
3 Click the Search button. The sensor list will be narrowed down to include only the sen-

sors that meet the search criteria (see Figure 4.19).  

Figure 4.19 – Search Results

The Clear Search button will clear the search results and return the sensor list to the previ-
ously defined filter settings.

Help
The Help button opens a window containing basic information about the Sensors page and 
its functionality (see Figure 4.20). 
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Figure 4.20 – Sensor Help Popup

Use the scroll bar to display the rest of the help window.



In this chapter
 ˽ Sensor Info Bar
 ˽ Sensor Config Tab
 ˽ Lanes/Approaches Tab
 ˽ Sensor Commands Tab
 ˽ Data Query Tab

5

The Sensor Config page contains detailed information about the sensor’s configuration and 
lane assignments (see Figure 5.1). Here, you can view and change the configuration of a 
sensor, get a clearer picture of the sensor’s communication condition and perform a wider 
variety of driver commands and data queries than are available through the main Sensors 
page. 

Note
The fields displayed in the Sensor Config page can vary based on the sensor type.

To open the Sensor Config page for a particular sensor, click on that sensor’s link in the 
Sensor column of the sensor list. 

Sensor Configuration Page 5 
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Figure 5.1 – Sensor Config Page

Sensor Info Bar
The Sensor Info bar contains (see Figure 5.2):

 ˽ An On/Off control.
 ˽ Basic information about the displayed sensor.
 ˽ The sensor’s status represented by a status icon.
 ˽ A graphic representation of the last 100 communication attempts.
 ˽ A graphic representation of the last 100 data intervals.
 ˽ A View Log button, which allows you to view recent sensor errors.
 ˽ A Select Sensor to Display control.

Figure 5.2 – Sensor Info Bar

On/Off Control
The On/Off control turns data collection on and off for the displayed sensor. If the On/Off 
control is checked, then the sensor is collecting data. 
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Com Status 
Below is a list and description of the different com status icons: 

 Sensor is not activated (turned off).
 Sensor is collecting without errors. 
 Sensor is active but is experiencing intermittent problems.
 Sensor is active but is currently in an error state. 

When you turn on a sensor, the com status icon will change from gray to green, red or yel-
low. Conversely, if you turn a sensor off, the status icon will change to gray.

Data Status
Below is a list and description of the different data status icons:

 Sensor is not activated (turned off).
 Valid data is being collected.
 Data is being collected but a few data intervals are missing.
 Data is being collected but data is missing or collection is slow.

When you turn on a sensor, the data status icon will change from gray to green, red or yel-
low. Conversely, if you turn a sensor off, the status icon will change to gray.

Communication Status Graph
The communication status graph is a record of recent history arranged chronologically. The 
graph is divided into 100 bars, with each bar representing one connection attempt. The first 
bar on the right represents the most recent connection attempt. A green status bar means 
that communication to the sensor was successful; a red status bar means that an error oc-
curred.

The communication status graph provides a clearer picture as to the communication condi-
tion of a sensor. The graph can be interpreted using the following information:

 ˽ No red bars represents consistent communication. 
 ˽ Occasional red bars represent inconsistent communication.
 ˽ Many red bars grouped together may represent an isolated incident where communi-

cation is down and the sensor is unavailable. 

When a sensor is first added to the system, the graph will show white spaces instead of 
green or red bars. An inactive sensor that was previously active will show the most recent 
100 collection intervals, along with the date/time that Collector last attempted to commu-
nicate/collect data from the sensor.

The Sensor Config page does not automatically refresh, so if you would like an updated 
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view of the interval status graph, reload the page using the web browser’s Refresh button 
or the F5 key.

Clicking on the interval status graph opens the Interval Status Detail window, which dis-
plays the time and result of each connection attempt (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 – Interval Status Detail Window

Note
A red bar in the interval graph does not necessarily mean data was not collected for 
that interval. Most Collector drivers are designed so that upon making a communica-
tion link with a sensor, they go back and fill in any gaps in the data caused by previous 
communication errors. Therefore, a red interval may not have recorded data at that 
time, but the following green interval (if any) may have been successful in grabbing 
both the current data packet and the previous data packet from the red interval. An 
analysis of the sensor data, using the validation report, through a data query or by 
other means, will be necessary to evaluate data collection and to determine whether 
there are still holes in the data due to communication or device errors. 

Data Status Graph
The data status graph allows you to determine if data is being properly collected. The graph 
displays one entry for each of the 100 most recent data intervals. Click anywhere on the 
graph to view details about each interval (see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4 – Data Status Detail

It is possible for communication to be 100% and for data to still be missing, but using the 
data status information will be useful in troubleshooting. Internally, Collector fills in data 
gaps by tracking which times have been successfully collected and which are still missing. 
This tracking occurs as soon as the sensor is added to Collector. 

The graph can be interpreted using the following information:
 ˽ Navy indicates the data is present. 
 ˽ Gray indicates the data is missing. 
 ˽ White indicates that the oldest time being tracked is less than 100 interval periods in 

length. 

Note
Use the the Data Validation Report to see what data is actually in the database.

Sensor Information
The sensor information section of the Sensor Info bar contains the sensor type, description 
and location. This information is read directly from the sensor and is therefore uneditable. 
However, depending on the sensor type, you may need to enter this information in the 
Sensor Config page. You can choose what sensor information to display by using the Select 
Sensor to Display menu (see the Select Sensor to Display Menu section below). 

View Log Button
The View Log button takes you to the Sensor Error Log page, which will display the recent 
communication/collection errors for the sensor. 
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Select Sensor to Display Menu
The Select Sensor to Display menu is located on the right side of the Sensor Info bar and 
allows convenient navigation to the Sensor Config page for any other sensor on the system, 
without first having to return to the main Sensors page (see Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 – Select Sensor Menu

All sensors are arranged in the menu by network, and any defined network within Collector 
will have its own menu containing all sensors in that network. A sensor assigned to more 
than one network will appear in the submenus for all networks with which it is affiliated.

The All Sensors drop-down list contains all sensors on the system regardless of network, 
including any sensors that have no network affiliation.

The Show By menu allows you to display sensors by their IP address, Port, Location/De-
scription or Custom ID. The Location/Description option shows all sensors by both their 
location and description strings appended together.

Clicking on a sensor name within the All Sensors drop-down list will open the Sensor 
Config page for that sensor. 

Sensor Config Tab
The Sensor Config tab is the first tab open on the Sensor Config page and is composed of 
two panels (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 – Sensor Config Tab

Custom Configuration Panel
Each sensor can potentially have a wide variety of configuration settings not shared by 
other driver brands. Collector supports various configurations and sensor attributes by pro-
viding a custom configuration panel. 

Once the Sensor Config page is opened, the custom configuration panel will automatically 
display specific configuration information options. If you have the proper permissions, 
changes to the sensor configuration can be made and saved to the database (see Chapter 8 
for information on the various drivers and settings). 

Standard Sensor Information Panel
The standard sensor information panel is common across all sensors and contains some 
sensor information as well as the following configuration information that can be changed 
and saved to the Collector database:

 ˽ IP Address/Hostname – Allows you to change the IP address or hostname used to 
communicate with a sensor. Changes made and saved to the IP Address/Hostname 
field will be put into effect the next time Collector attempts to communicate with the 
sensor.

 ˽ Port – Allows you to change the port number used by Collector to communicate with 
the sensor in conjunction with the IP address/hostname. Changes made and saved to 
the port number will be put into effect the next time Collector attempts to communi-
cate with the sensor.

 ˽ Multi-drop ID – Allows you to change the given sensor-specific ID or address used with 
this sensor. On some sensors, this field may not be displayed until the Attach to Multi-
drop Server box is checked. Depending on the driver and communication configura-
tion, having a value in this field may not be necessary to communicate with the sensor.
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 ˽ Custom ID – Allows you to change the custom text displayed for this sensor. This field 
is optional and is provided purely for additional identification information for each 
sensor.

 ˽ Collection Interval (sec) – Allows you to enter the interval of time between Collector’s 
attempts to connect and download data for this sensor. By default, this is the same as 
the sensor interval. If you would like to change this setting, uncheck the Use Sensor 
Interval checkbox. 

If communication to the sensor’s IP/port is inconsistent, setting a lower collection in-
terval may give Collector multiple chances at connecting and retrieving each data bin 
from the sensor.

If communication to the sensor has very high latency or other overhead, setting a high-
er collection interval will allow Collector to make fewer connections and to efficiently 
retrieve more data packets per connection. 

 ˽ Sensor Interval (sec) – Shows the currently set sensor interval time, which indicates 
how often the sensor is collecting data.

Note
System administrators may need to experiment with different sensor and collection 
interval combinations for the most optimal configuration for each sensor.

 ˽ Time Zone – Allows you to set the time zone for the sensor.
 ˽ DST – Allows you to choose whether or not the sensor will observe daylight savings time.
 ˽ Sensor Networks – Contains each network registered on Collector. Checking a net-

work box will add the sensor to that network.
 ˽ Use Advanced Collection Interval – Provides a way to schedule collection jobs to hap-

pen when needed. Checking this box will open the Advanced Collection Interval tabs.

The Basic tab allows you to enter a number and select the time units (seconds, minutes, 
hours) to be used as the advanced collection interval (see Figure 5.7). Once you’ve set 
the interval, click the Add button and the new collection interval will appear beneath 
the box.

Figure 5.7 – Basic Tab

The Advanced tab allows you to set a start and end date, as well as a start time, for collection 
(see Figure 5.8). If you don’t check the box next to the end date, the job will indefinitely con-
tinue to run as scheduled. The tabs under the Repeat section can be used to set how often 
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the job will repeat. The Weeks and Months tabs also allow you to set collection to occur on 
certain days or during certain months. Once you’ve set the interval, click the Add button 
and the new collection interval will appear beneath the box.

Figure 5.8 – Advanced Tab

 ˽ Attach to Multi-drop Server (if available) – Causes Collector to assign this sensor, 
along with any other sensor that has the same IP/port and has this setting checked, to 
a multi-drop collection group. For multi-drop–capable sensors on a common IP/port, 
Collector supports optimized multi-drop communication for a set of sensors with a 
common communication gateway.

The following is a list of important notes about multi-drop collection:
 ˽ Sensors assigned to the same multi-drop server for collection MUST have the same 

collection interval, even if the individual sensor intervals are different. 

If a multi-drop server group using this IP/port already exists when a sensor is added, its 
collection interval will automatically be changed to the group value. If no other sensors 
are currently set to be collected via multi-drop, this sensor will become the start of a 
new group, and will use the sensor’s current collection interval as the group collection 
interval; future sensors added to the group will have their collection intervals changed 
to this value.

 ˽ A sensor does NOT need to have multi-drop collection enabled even if it shares an IP/
port with other sensors. Multi-drop collection must be disabled if a different collec-
tion interval is required for a sensor. Each sensor that is NOT enabled for multi-drop 
communication with the same IP/port combination as other sensors will be competing 
with those sensors for a common connection. If one Collector collection thread is us-
ing a connection, other competing threads will have to wait until the communication 
pathway is open before continuing. 

 ˽ Proper multi-drop data collection requires the use of a driver that specifically supports 
multi-drop capable sensors. If the current sensor driver is incapable of supporting 
multi-drop communication, enabling multi-drop data collection for this sensor will 
result in data collection errors.
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Saving or Canceling Changes
Changes made to a sensor’s configuration are not saved unless you click the Save Changes 
button at the bottom of the screen. Click the Cancel Changes button to abandon all recent 
changes and return to the previous configuration. Collector will display a warning if you 
attempt to switch tabs or navigate to another part of the site without saving.

Lanes/Approaches Tab
The Lanes/Approaches tab displays the current lane configuration for each sensor (see 
Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9 – Lanes/Approaches Tab

Each row contains the following configuration and data information:
 ˽ ID column – Displays the numerical ID value for each lane. Lanes are usually identified 

in numerical order starting with one, but some sensors support custom values for lane 
IDs.

 ˽ Description column – Contains a text string describing each lane. This field is taken 
from the sensor’s onboard lane configuration and is not supported by all sensors. In 
some cases, lane descriptions can be configured within Collector through custom fields 
when a sensor is added.

 ˽ Dir column – Displays the direction of traffic flow for this lane. This field is taken from 
the sensor’s onboard lane configuration and is not supported by all sensors. In some 
cases, lane directions can be configured within Collector through custom fields when 
a sensor is added.

 ˽ Custom ID column – Shows additional identification and is an optional text field.
 ˽ Spd (Speed), Vol (Volume) and Occ (Occupancy) columns – Represent a snapshot of 

the most recent data packet received for each lane. The data snapshot can be turned on 
or off by checking the Show Data Snapshot checkbox on top of the lane display.
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Setting Custom Lane IDs
To set or change the custom ID for a lane, select the lane to be changed and enter the new ID 
in the Edit Custom ID field. Click the Change button and the new custom ID will appear.

Note
Clicking the Change button does not automatically save the new custom ID to the 
database (see the Saving Changes section).

Approaches
An approach is an abstract group of lanes and is used exclusively for Collector and TMDD 
purposes. An approach has no impact on the data collection or other functionalities of a 
sensor. Defining approaches allows one or more lanes with common characteristics to be 
grouped together for reference purposes.

Note
If a sensor covers eight lanes of traffic (four in each direction) you may want to 
configure one approach for each direction of traffic. This configuration allows data to 
be queried by approach instead of by lane and can be analyzed with all lanes in the ap-
proach aggregated together. An HOV lane, toll lane or an off-ramp can be allocated to 
a different approach for convenience in data analysis so that different traffic patterns 
of certain lanes can be analyzed separately from normal lanes.

Lanes within Collector will always belong to an approach. Upon adding a sensor, Collector 
will assign approaches according to direction. If desired, you can create up to one individual 
approach per lane. 

Note
You cannot create more approaches than there are lanes.

To create a new approach, enter a name into the Name field (approach names must be 
unique). The Type and Direction fields are optional and can be useful in distinguishing 
between approaches. Click the Create New Approach button and the new approach will be 
added to the lane list (see Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 – Approaches

To add lanes to an approach, hold the mouse button down anywhere on the lane row and 
drag the row onto the name of the desired approach. Lanes are listed in the approach display 
and sorted by lane ID for convenience. There is no limit to how many lanes can be assigned 
to the same approach. Approaches without lane assignments can be kept as part of the sen-
sor configuration and will have no effect on Collector operation.

To edit an existing approach, select the approach name in the list on the left, change the 
name, type or direction as desired and click Update Approach.

To delete an approach, select the approach in the list and click the Delete Approach but-
ton. All lanes assigned to a deleted approach will automatically be reassigned to the first 
approach in the list. The last remaining approach for a sensor cannot be deleted. Deleting 
an approach has no effect on data collection or sensor configuration.

Saving Changes
All changes made to Lane/Approach configuration, including custom IDs, are not perma-
nently saved unless you click the Save Changes button. Click Cancel Changes to abandon 
any recent changes and return to the previously saved Lane/Approach configuration. A 
warning will appear if you attempt to switch tabs or navigate to another page with unsaved 
changes.

Sensor Commands Tab
The Sensor Commands tab allows you to send specific commands directly to the sensor 
(see Figure 5.11). To send a command, select the radio button next to the command name 
and click the Run Command button. The result will be displayed in the Result field at the 
bottom of the screen. If a driver does not support a command, the command option will 
be grayed out.
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Figure 5.11 – Sensor Command Tab

The following is a list of basic commands:
 ˽ Update Configuration – Attempts to download the current sensor configuration from 

the sensor. Although Collector will automatically update the sensor configuration on a 
timed interval, a manual update configuration command can be sent at any time.

 ˽ Sync Sensor Time – Attempts to set the onboard sensor time equal to the current 
server time. Collector will automatically synchronize the sensor time on a timed inter-
val, although a manual sync time command can be sent at any time.

 ˽ Set Sensor Interval – Attempts to set the sensor interval to the given value in seconds. 
Acceptable sensor intervals depend on the individual sensor firmware; consult the sen-
sor documentation for any limitations on sensor intervals. Changing the sensor inter-
val in this tab does not affect the collection interval that Collector uses to communicate 
with the sensor; the collection interval must be changed separately.

Collector also supports any number of custom commands that a particular sensor brand 
(and driver) supports. Any additional commands supported by the driver will be listed in 
the Custom Command section. 

Follow the steps below to run a custom command:
1 Select the Custom Command radio button.
2 Select the command name from the Name drop-down menu.
3 If necessary, fill in any additional parameters required by the command in the Proper-

ties table.
4 Click the Run Command button.

Note
After clicking the Run Command button, a loading image will appear until the result 
is displayed or the timeout is reached. It is possible for the timeout to hit before the 
command completes successfully.
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Data Query Tab
The Data Query tab allows you to query data directly from the database with a variety of 
options (see Figure 5.12). Data retrieved from a data query can be presented in graph or 
table form, or as an XML or text file that can be saved for future reference. Collector data 
queries also allow you to request data from specific lanes.

Figure 5.12 – Data Query Tab

Setting up a Data Query
Follow the steps below to set up a data query:
1 Select start and end times for the data query using the Start/End Time and Start/End 

Date controls. The Start/End Time and Date controls allow you to choose any hour 
between midnight and 11 p.m. and any date in the future or past. 

Note
The real scope for data query start and end dates is somewhat limited because Collec-
tor does not store data indefinitely. Sensor interval data is only stored for one week 
and aggregated data is stored for either 90 days, 1 year or 5 years depending on the 
edition and configuration of your system.

2 Choose a Group By option. By Lane will output the lane data directly out of the da-
tabase; selecting By Sensor or By Approach will aggregate the lane data together into 
sensor or approach bins, add all volumes together and take the average speed, occu-
pancy and class across all lanes in the group.

3 Choose an interval. Selecting Sensor Interval will query the data out of the database in 
its natural interval. Alternately, you can request data aggregated together in 5-, 15- or 
60-minute intervals.

Collector also supports custom aggregation intervals. To use a custom interval, select 
the Custom radio button and enter an interval into the Custom field. For best results, 
choose a custom interval that is an even multiple of either the sensor interval or the 
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provided aggregation intervals.

4 Include the desired approaches (optional). By default, data queries will run queries 
over all lanes. To exclude one or more lanes from the data query, uncheck the approach 
in the Include Approaches list.

5 Select how the sensor should be identified in the output by using the Show Sensor By 
option. Use the drop-down menu to choose to show the sensor by IP/Port, Location/
Description or Custom ID.

6 Select the timestamp format. Data queries can have the data timestamps set to be at the 
beginning of the data interval (Collector default) or at the end of the interval.

7 Select what you would like to do with the gaps in data. You can either select to Do 
Nothing or Fill In Gaps With Zeroes.

8 Select the output format. Data queries can be output in graph, table, text and XML 
format. Select the desired output form (more than one output format can be selected 
at the same time).

9 Click the Run Data Query button. Data queries may take as long as a few minutes de-
pending on the size of the query. The output will be shown once processing is complete. 

Links to all queries will appear at the bottom of the Data Query tab (see Figure 5.13). These 
links can be opened in a browser window and/or saved to your local machine. 

Figure 5.13 – Query Result Links

Data Query Graphs
Selecting the graph output format option when performing a data query will open a data 
query graph in a new browser window (see Figure 5.14). 
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Figure 5.14 – Data Query Graph

Depending on the Group By option selected when performing the query, there will be be-
tween one and sixteen different graph lines representing the different lanes or approaches.

To switch graph views, select a new data field from the Display drop-down list on the top 
left of the graph. Selecting a new view will redraw the graph using the new data field. Each 
sensor type has its own data format with different data fields for display. The data fields 
available for display depend on the driver. 

You can also use the Graph Type drop-down menu to switch between Line (Spline) and 
Line (Point) graphs.

Most Web browsers also make it easy to save graphs as image files for future reference. 
Right-click on the graph and select Save Image As… or Save Picture As… to save the 
graph as an image file.

Data Query Tables
Selecting the Table output format option when performing a data query will open a data 
query table in a new browser window (see Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.15 – Data Query Table

The data fields displayed in the table will vary by sensor type because each sensor driver has 
its own data format with different fields. 

Each column header in the Data Query table is listed in the Display Settings menu. Un-
checking a column box will exclude the respective data column from display. Click on any 
column header to sort data in that column; click on the column again to sort in the opposite 
direction.

Data from a Data Query table can be saved to a file by selecting a file type from the Ex-
port to the selected format drop-down list and clicking Export. Supported file formats are 
XML, Text (semi-colon delimited) and Excel spreadsheet. After clicking Export, the data 
file will be available in a Click to Open link next to the Export button. The file can then be 
opened in the browser window or saved to the local machine.

Figure 5.16 – Click to Open Link

Note
Current sort settings and column visibility will be maintained in the output files using 
this method. This allows greater flexibility in creating query files for future analysis 
or storage because unnecessary columns can be excluded from the file and/or sorting 
preferences persisted before saving data to a file.
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Access the Data page by clicking the Data menu button or by clicking the Data toolbar but-
ton on the Sensors page. 

Figure 6.1 – Data Link

The Data page allows you to create reports containing data from one or more sensors. Col-
lector also supports the creation of an automated report assigned to a set schedule that can 
be run automatically using current data and stored or emailed for future reference.

Reports Tab
The Reports tab allows you to manually create a data report using data from one or more 
sensors (see Figure 6.2). This data can then be viewed in a Web browser, saved to the local 
machine for future reference, or emailed.

Data Page 6 
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Figure 6.2 – Reports Tab

Selecting Sensors
The Select Sensors box on the left of the Reports tab allows you to select sensors for the 
report. The tree contains each network, with all sensors belonging to that network listed 
below it. Sensors belonging to more than one network will be listed under each network 
list. Sensors are also grouped by sensor type and sensors enabled for data collection. The All 
checkbox contains a list of all sensors registered on the system.

Check the box next to a sensor to include it in the report. Checking or unchecking a net-
work box will automatically select all of the sensors underneath it for convenience. If a 
sensor appears in multiple networks, it will only need to be checked once to be included in 
the report.

Define and Request Report
Similar to the Data Query page, the Reports tab allows you to select start and end dates for 
the report. 

 ˽ Report Template – Select or create a report template. Enter the report settings and 
then either select an existing template, or create a new one.

 ˽ Output – Select XML, Text, TMDD, Validation, Missing Intervals, SSM HD (for use 
with SmartSensor products), Daily Peak, Monthly, Weekly Volume, Weekly Classi-
fication, or Daily Hourly Data as the desired output report type. The Output Report 
Type section later in this chapter explains the different types of reports.

 ˽ Start Time/End Time – Select times in hour increments between 12 a.m. and 11 p.m. 
Click the small calendar icons on the Start and End Date controls to open up calendar 
controls for convenience. 
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Note
Collector has limited data storage (7 days for interval data and 90 days for aggre-
gated data). 

 ˽ Interval – Select the data interval size for the report (either the natural sensor interval 
or in 5-, 15- or 60-minute bins).

 ˽ Form – Select whether to list data by individual lane, group them together in approach-
es or bin all lanes together as a complete sensor for listing in the finished report.

 ˽ Timestamp – Select whether data timestamps are set to be at the beginning of the data 
or aggregation interval (Collector default) or at the end when the report is created.

 ˽ Email (optional) – Send the completed report to a given email address as a file attach-
ment. More than one email address can be included by separating the addresses with 
a semicolon.

Output Report Type
There are several types of reports you can create using Collector, including daily/weekly 
classification reports and weekly volume reports. In addition to text and XML, there are 
also the following options: 

 ˽ TMDD – TMDD is a specially formatted XML file with specific information required 
for some government reports and is included in Collector for convenience. TMDD 
reports require data to be broken down by lane; selecting the TMDD option will auto-
matically switch the Form drop down list to By Lane.

 ˽ Missing Intervals – Shows the sensor and time for which intervals are missing data 
(see Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3 – Missing Intervals Report
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 ˽ Validation – Used to determine if data holes exist in the Collector database (see Figure 
6.4). It uses a simple calculation (number of lanes times the number of sensor inter-
vals divided by the selected time range) to determine the number of expected entries, 
and then compares that to the actual number of entries found in the database. If the 
selected time period is longer than one day, the validation report will list each day as 
a sub-report with individual breakdowns of expected versus actual data intervals for 
each day.

The validation report is very useful, but there are a few things that can cause it to be 
inaccurate. For example, selecting an invalid time range (such as a future time) will 
cause the expected number of entries to include times that cannot exist in the database. 
Changes to a sensor’s interval or lane configuration that occurred during the selected 
time range will also cause the calculation to be incorrect. Other problem sources may 
include entries that simply don’t exist on a sensor due to a power failure, time sync (see 
Timer Settings section) or communication problems. 

To use this report effectively, set up a daily or weekly automatic export that sends the 
report via email to interested users who can then determine if action needs to be taken 
to correct the source of the missing data. 

Figure 6.4 – Data Validation Report

 ˽ Daily Peak – Presents data by sensor/approach for a defined amount of days (see Fig-
ure 6.5). This data includes the total volume, average speed and average occupancy 
along with the classification information for the entire day. The report also includes the 
a.m./p.m. peak hour and the specific data points for each peak hour.
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Figure 6.5 – Daily Peak Report

 ˽ Monthly – Presents summary totals for selected months by sensor/approach (see Fig-
ure 6.6).

Figure 6.6 – Monthly Report

 ˽ Weekly Volume – Shows a week's worth of volume data on one page (see Figure 6.7). 
When selecting this report, the default date is set for a week span ending at midnight.  
When you select multiple sensors for the report, checking the Average Sensor Data 
checkbox will take the data from all the sensors and average them together and make a 
one page report on the average volume. Leaving this checkbox unchecked will generate 
a one page report for each of the sensors selected. 
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Figure 6.7 – Weekly Volume Report

This report separates the volume by direction of travel. For each day of the week there 
will be two columns. These columns contain the hourly volume count for a given direc-
tion. At the bottom of the page are the daily totals broken out by direction of travel.

 ˽ Weekly Classification – Displays the volume for each classification by day of the week 
and direction of travel (see Figure 6.8). Like the Weekly Volume report, these reports 
default to a one week span. The Average Sensor Data checkbox is used the same as the 
Weekly Volume report.

Figure 6.8 – Weekly Classification Report

The report has a row for each day of the week and the total. Each day of the week is 
divided further by the direction of travel. The columns in the report represent the total 
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volume and the volume of vehicles that fit the length classification. The columns also 
contains the percentage of volume the classification data represents.

 ˽ Daily Hourly – Contains the speed, volume, occupancy, and classification values for a 
sensor for one day by hour and approach (see Figure 6.9). The start date will default 
to the previous day.  If more than one day is selected, the data is summed, making the 
speed and occupancy data invalid. If the Average Sensor Data checkbox is checked 
and multiple sensors are selected, then the sensor date for all the sensors will be aver-
aged into the report and the data will display on a single page. If the checkbox is un-
checked, then the data for each sensor will be displayed on a separate page.

Figure 6.9 – Daily Hourly Report

The data is displayed by the hour for a given approach. The columns contain volume, 
speed, occupancy, and the classification counts for the various vehicle lengths.

Requesting and Viewing a Report
Once all report settings are complete, click the Create Report button to request the report. 
The Requested Reports table will contain a link to the new report.  

Note
Reports may take a while to process depending on the number of sensors and 
amount of time between start and end dates.  
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Collector allows you to continue working while the report is completing. Once the report 
is complete, a table with a link to the report will appear; click on the link to open the report 
in a new browser window. Right-click on the link and select Save As to save the file to the 
local machine. The Data page will automatically update report status.

Links to any requested reports will be visible in the Requested Reports table after logging 
into Collector. Report listings are kept until you manually clear them by selecting the report 
in the table and clicking the Remove Selected Reports button.  

Note
Clearing the report listing removes the link to the report from the Data page. The 
actual report file remains on the server until the Collector service is restarted. The 
report can be found in the designated Reports directory.

Reports that are saved and requested by one user will not normally be visible to another 
user. Users with authorization, however, can check the Show Reports By All Users check-
box, which displays all reports from all users. Only reports requested by the current user 
will contain Remove Selected Reports buttons; administrators are the only users with au-
thorization to clear reports requested by different users. Column headers can be selected in 
order to sort the reports in the list by time, user or by report type. Click on a column header 
again to sort in the opposite direction.

Saving a Report Template
Report designs can be saved as a report template for future use by clicking the Template 
Options button. Report templates contain all the report settings, including the selected sen-
sors, and are useful for common reports that can be run without having to reset the report 
settings each time.

Figure 6.10 – Report Template Menu

To save current report settings as a template, enter a template name into the text field and 
click the Save Template button. The template name will now appear in the Report Tem-
plate drop-down list at the top of the screen. Any time you return to the Data Reports 
tab, the saved template can be selected from the drop-down list and the report settings will 
automatically be entered into the appropriate fields.
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All templates will be visible to other users. There are no limits to the number of templates 
saved throughout the system. To delete a template, select the template in the drop-down list 
and click the Delete Selected Template button.

Export Tab
The Export tab contains settings for automated report creation within Collector using 
stored sensor data (see Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11 – Export Tab

The automated export can use the TMDD or Command XML format. The following auto-
mated reports can be configured and run automatically in Collector:

 ˽ TMDD Configuration Export – An XML report containing sensor configuration infor-
mation in TMDD format. This report (if enabled) runs every time a sensor’s configura-
tion is changed.

 ˽ TMDD Data Export – An XML report containing the most recent data packets for each 
sensor in TMDD format. This report (if enabled) runs every 60 seconds.

 ˽ Command XML Export – An XML report designed for transferring traffic data to 
third-party organizations or systems. This is the recommended format for sharing data 
with third-party systems and organizations.

 ˽ Automated Custom Export – A report template predefined by the user. This custom 
report also has the option of applying an XSL transformation to the report file for ad-
ditional flexibility in results and/or emailing the completed report file.
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Configuring Automated TMDD Export
The TMDD Config XML Output, TMDD Data XML Output and Command XML Out-
put can be enabled or disabled by toggling the checkboxes in the upper left corner of the 
Export tab. Edit the file name in their respective text fields to change the output file names. 
Save any changes to the TMDD export settings by clicking the Save Auto Export Settings 
button; changes to TMDD settings will be put into effect the next time either output is run.

The output files can be viewed at any time by clicking the View Config XML and View Data 
XML links and can be saved to the local machine by right-clicking and selecting the Save 
As… option. If the file name has recently been changed, the links may not be active until 
the next configuration or data job is run and a new file with the edited file name is created. 
Viewing the configuration or data files doesn’t require logging into Collector each time; 
open either file in a Web browser and bookmark the address to view the files at any time. 
(Similar links are available for the Command XML format.)

The Auto Export Frequency (seconds) option controls the export frequency in seconds.

Some sensors don’t reset their average speed calculation from the previous interval unless a 
vehicle is detected during the new interval time period. However, volume is always reset to 
start at zero for each new interval. If the volume is zero and the speed is not, some programs 
will attempt to divide the speed by zero, which is not a valid calculation. In order to feed 
data into programs that don’t check the volume before dividing, the Set speed to zero when 
volume is zero setting will automatically eliminate this problem.

Automated Custom Export
The automated custom export box allows you to define the report template (see Figure 
6.12):

Figure 6.12 – Automated Custom Export
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Follow the steps below to create a custom automated data export in report form:
1 Select a report template. The Report Template drop-down list contains all currently 

created report templates on the system. Select the desired template to use as the basis 
for data export. If a new template was just created on the Reports tab before switching 
over to the Export tab, the new template may not be visible in the drop-down list; click 
the Refresh button to reload the templates.

2 Assign a schedule using either the Basic or Advanced tab in the Schedule box. The Ba-
sic tab handles simple schedules consisting of a constant interval between data outputs; 
the Advanced schedule tab allows for more complex and robust schedules, including a 
start date, end date and user-defined options for days of the week or months of the year 
on which to run. Click the Add button once the schedule is defined.

3 Select Sequential or Overwrite as the file operation. Selecting Overwrite from the File 
Operation drop-down list will overwrite the previous file with the new file every time 
the data export operation is run; selecting Sequential will save a copy of the report 
under the same file name with a timestamp attached. These files will not be overwritten 
and will remain in the file system.

4 Set any desired options such as XSLT or email. To use these options, click the appropri-
ate checkbox and fill in a file name or email address in the proper field. Multiple email 
addresses can be added by separating each address with a semicolon.

The XSLT option is used to transform an existing XML document into a new document. 
This new document can be in the form of any text-based document including XML, HTML 
or plain text. The most effective way to create an XSLT file is to use a commercially available 
tool that assists with designing and debugging. Once a correct XSLT file is created, Col-
lector can process that file against a Collector XML export file in order to create the final 
desired format.

Note
Collector is unable to determine if there are problems with the XSLT transformation 
(the file is not compatible with the produced export file). If there are problems with 
the XSLT transformation, the end result file may be blank. Additional custom XSLT 
development may be necessary to debug any transformation issues if the export 
file is not in the proper form when applying a transformation.

5 Click the Create Export Schedule button. Only one automated export can be defined 
for Collector at one time. Creating a new export schedule will fail unless the previous 
schedule is cancelled first. Once a schedule is created, it will appear in the Current 
Automated Export box.

Current Automated Export
Details about the current automated export will be visible anytime you open the Export tab 
in the Current Automated Export box (see Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13 – Current Automated Export Box

The Current Automated Export box contains the following fields:
 ˽ Template – Contains the name of the report template used to create this automated 

export.

Note
If the report template used to create this export is changed, those changes will 
affect the export result as well. If the report template is deleted, the automated 
export will also be deleted.

 ˽ Schedule – Contains a basic summary of the schedule, such as “Every 60 seconds” or 
“Every six hours.”  

 ˽ Next Run – Contains the next scheduled run time for this export according to the cur-
rent schedule. If there is not a next scheduled run time, due to a designated end date in 
the schedule that has already passed, this field will read “None.”

 ˽ Operation – Indicates whether the result file will be saved sequentially with time-
stamped filenames or overwritten each time.

 ˽ XSLT – Contains the current XSLT file (if any) assigned to the export.
 ˽ Email – Contains the current email addresses (if any) assigned to the export.

The current export results can be viewed at any time by clicking the View Report link.

Click the Pause Data Export button to pause the export; click the Resume Data Export 
button to resume the export. Resuming an export will cause it to run on the next scheduled 
run time according to the current schedule. If the current schedule originally had one or 
more run times scheduled for the interim period when the export was paused, those in-
stances will be skipped.
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Click the Cancel Data Export button to clear the Current Automated Export box; no more 
exports from the previous schedule will be run. However, it is possible that if an export is 
already in the process of completing, one more output file will be created using the previous 
settings.

To edit an automated export, you will need to first edit the report template on which it is 
based. Any changes made and saved to the underlying report template will be put into effect 
the next time the export is run, according to the current schedule.  

Export schedules, email settings and XSLT settings cannot be edited once the export is 
created. To edit these settings, cancel the previous export, assign new settings for the same 
report template and create a new data export schedule to replace the old one.
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The System page contains a variety of advanced settings that affect Collector’s functionality. 
The advanced functionality and features on the System page are generally for administrator 
use only. Click on the System link to navigate to the System page (see Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1 – System Page Link

System Page 7 
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Status Tab
The Status tab allows you to see the current status of any server in the Collector system (see 
Figure 7.2).    

Figure 7.2 – System Status Tab

Server Information and Status
The Server Information and Status box contains the following information about server 
status and configuration:  

 ˽ Sensor Count – Shows the total number of sensors assigned to this server.
 ˽ Average Job Time – Shows the average time for this server to complete each data col-

lection job (or other sensor-related jobs) for all its sensors.
 ˽ Job Queue Length – Shows the current number of jobs waiting in the queue for execu-

tion; high numbers may indicate an overloaded server.

Server Status Graphs
The status graphs show current server status and contain a graphical composite of memory 
usage, CPU usage, queued jobs, and currently running jobs. Graphs can be displayed for 
the previous hour, day, week, or 30-day period to visualize server status trends over time.

Networks Tab
The Networks tab allows you to create, edit, and delete sensor networks within Collector 
(see Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3 – Networks Tab

To create a new network:
1 Enter a new network name in the Name field.
2 Enter a description of the network in the Description field.
3 Click the Add New Network button and the network will be added to the system.

To edit an existing network:
1 Select a network in the Networks list.
2 Make any changes to the Name and Description fields
3 Click the Update Network button.

Select a network and click the Remove Selected Networks button to remove one or more 
of the existing networks from the list. Hold down the Ctrl button to select more than one 
network.

Note
Deleting a network has no effect on any of the sensors currently assigned to that 
network.  

Error Log Tab
The Error Log tab contains a log of system errors that are not directly related to data collec-
tion from an individual sensor (see Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4 – Error Log Tab

The error list contains the following five columns:
 ˽ Time – Shows the date and time the error was recorded.
 ˽ Thread – Shows the name of the thread that recorded the error.
 ˽ Level – Shows the classification of the error (CRITICAL, ERROR, WARNING and 

INFO). Displayed error levels can be adjusted using the Settings tab.
 ˽ Module – Shows the individual Collector module that recorded the error.
 ˽ Message – Shows an abbreviated form of the error message recorded by Collector.

Note
The Thread and Module columns may be useful to know during Wavetronix cus-
tomer support debugging.   

In cases where the error message is too long to be displayed in the Message column, clicking 
on a row in the error list will cause a sub-window with the entire error message to appear.

The system error list can be sorted by clicking on a column header. 

The Display Settings control in the left corner allows you to change how many rows of 
system errors are displayed per page and to toggle the visibility of each of the five columns 
for customized display.

You can also filter system errors by selecting a filter option above the error list.  The Show 
Most Recent option allows you to display a desired amount of errors. The Show errors on 
or since option allows you to show all errors from any given date until the present using the 
calendar control. 
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Follow the steps below to use the calendar filter options:
1 Select the Show by data filter below radio button.
2 Click either the Show errors on or since or Show errors before checkboxes to activate 

the filter.
3 Enter the appropriate parameters.
4 Click Refresh to reload the page with the filtered results.

Users Tab
The Users tab allows system administrators to add, remove, or edit users within the Col-
lector system (see Figure 7.5). The current list of users is displayed, along with their user-
names, full names, and email addresses (if entered). Selecting a user from the user list will 
display their individual user information in the Edit User box.

Figure 7.5 – Users Tab

Follow the steps below to add a new user:
1 Click the New User button.
2 Enter the user’s username and email.
3 Create the new user’s password. 
4 Adjust the network permissions.
5 Click the Save button. 

The new user will be added to Collector with the given information and permissions and 
the login name and password can be used immediately.
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To remove a user, click the Remove link on the right side of the user list. Once a user is 
removed, that user will no longer be able to log into Collector.

To edit user information, click on the username in the user list, edit the information and 
click the Save button. Every user can change their own user details, but only an adminis-
trator with permissions to modify users will be able to change details and permissions for 
other users.

Network Permissions
The Networks box contains a list of networks currently registered in the Collector system. 
Check a network checkbox to allow user access for that network. This allows different Col-
lector users to be assigned to specific sensors, but not to view or modify sensors for which 
they have no authorization. Once network access is removed, sensors belonging to that 
network will not be displayed when that user views the Sensors page.  

Note
Sensors that don’t belong to a network will be visible to all users, regardless of indi-
vidual network permission settings. A sensor will still be visible if it belongs to one 
or more networks that you have permission to view, even if the sensor also belongs 
to one or more networks that you do not have permission to view.

User Privileges
The Privileges list contains all of the Collector privileges that can be turned on or off for 
each user. Privileges will affect both the functionality and availability of many pages and 
tabs within Collector. 

Common privilege settings can be assigned using the following role templates:
 ˽ Administrator – Shows all privileges.
 ˽ Standard – Does not show administrator privileges, but most others.
 ˽ Guest – Shows read-only privileges.

To assign a role template, click on Admin, Standard or Guest at the top of the Privileges 
box. The privileges will automatically adjust to meet the selected template and can be edited 
to give the user specific and unique privileges.

After a user is assigned a role template, a system administrator can still adjust the privi-
lege settings. Only users with Administrator or Standard roles will automatically be given 
network permissions for each new network. If one or more users do NOT have access to a 
newly created network, an administrator will have to manually check that network among 
the network permissions for each user.
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Below is a list and description of all user permissions: 
 ˽ View sensor drivers – Allows you to view all sensor drivers.
 ˽ Add or modify sensor drivers – Allows you to add or modify sensor drivers.
 ˽ View sensor networks – Allows you to access the Networks tab.
 ˽ Create or modify sensor networks – Allows you to create new networks and edit or 

remove existing networks.
 ˽ View reports – Allows you to access the Data page.
 ˽ Create or modify reports – Allows you to request manual reports or change the set-

tings for any of the automated reports.
 ˽ Add new sensors – Allows you to add new sensors to the system.
 ˽ Remove sensors from the system – Allows you to remove sensors from the system.
 ˽ Modify existing sensors – Allows you to modify any sensor configuration informa-

tion, including IP address, Port, ID, network affiliation, and any custom fields related 
to the sensor.

 ˽ Turn collection on and off – Allows you to stop or start data collection for any sensor.
 ˽ Execute sensor commands – Allows you to access the Sensor Commands tab on the 

Sensor Config page and use the Commands toolbar button on the Sensors page.
 ˽ View sensor data – Allows you to access the Data Query tab on the Sensor Config page.
 ˽ Upload firmware to existing sensors – Allows you to upload firmware to existing sensors.
 ˽ View system notifications – Allows you to view the Notifications tab on the System 

page.
 ˽ Change system notifications – Allows you to change system notifications on the No-

tifications tab for any user.
 ˽ Change system settings – Allows you to access the Settings tab on the System page.
 ˽ Send support package to Wavetronix – Allows you to send the support package to 

Wavetronix customer support. This will be visible on the Help page.
 ˽ View user action journal – Allows you to access the Journal tab on the System page.
 ˽ View system error log – Allows you to access the Error tab on the System page.
 ˽ Restart data collection service – Allows you to restart the Collector service on the 

Service tab. 
 ˽ View users and their privileges – Allows you to view the user information for any user.
 ˽ Create or modify users – Allows you to create new users, remove existing users, change 

user permissions and edit user information for any user except themselves.

Settings Tab
The Settings tab contains a collection of advanced system settings that affect a wide range 
of Collector functionality (see Figure 7.6). 
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Figure 7.6 – Settings Tab

The Settings tab is divided into the following sections:

Information
The Information section contains two optional fields that are used only in certain TMDD 
reports (see Figure 7.7). To set or change these fields, enter the new values and click the 
Save button.

Figure 7.7 – Information

Mail Settings
The Mail Settings section allows you to change mail settings in order to enable email using 
the available network (see Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.8 – Mail Settings

The Mail Settings section contains the following settings:
 ˽ Mail Server Address – Allows you to enter the host name or IP address of a valid mail 

server accessible from the server’s network (visible on the network to the Collector 
servers) that can be used to send outgoing emails.  

 ˽ Return Address – Allows you to enter the return address that will be used in all email 
notifications. EXAMPLE:  collector@yourdomain.com  

 ˽ User Name – Allows you to enter a username. Some mail servers require a username 
as a login each time an email is sent.  

 ˽ SMTP Port – Allows you to enter the port number for a SMTP mail server.
 ˽ Use SSL – Allows you to toggle SSL encryption (technically this is the SMTP START-

TLS secure mail extension, but is commonly referred to as SSL). Some mail servers 
require secure connections.

 ˽ Password – If the mail server requires a password in conjunction with a username to 
log in, use the Check to set password checkbox to set a password.

 ˽ Test Mail Settings – Allows you to send a test email message.

Click the Save button to apply the changes made.

Status Settings
Collector provides an advanced method of showing users the reliability of each sensor by 
keeping track of the most recent 100 attempts to connect to each sensor (see Figure 7.9). 
Each attempt results in either success or failure. When the number of failures crosses the 
status thresholds, the status for the sensor changes from Success to Warning or Error.
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Figure 7.9 – Status Settings

The connection status can change in the following two ways:
1 If the overall percentages of failures is greater than the threshold.

Note
If 28 of the last 100 attempts have failed, and the warning threshold is 20 percent, 
then the failure rate is 28 percent and the status will be set to “Warning.”

2 If consecutive failures occur (this can cause the status to change regardless of the over-
all failure rate).

Note
If a connection has succeeded on all of the last 100 attempts, but the sensor suf-
fers a power failure and all attempts begin failing, instead of waiting for the overall 
failure rate to take effect, the consecutive failures threshold will be applied and the 
status will change.

The Status Settings section allows you to set the following sensor connection thresholds:
 ˽ Sensor Warning Threshold Percentage – Shows the percentage of the last 100 connec-

tion attempts that must fail in order for the sensor status to be set to “Warning.”
 ˽ Sensor Error Threshold Percentage – Shows the percentage of the last 100 connection 

attempts that must fail in order for the sensor status to be set to “Error.” The Sensor 
Status Interval Count and Sensor Error Threshold Percentage fields will control how 
easily and often a sensor will be marked as an error. High count and threshold per-
centages will tend to decrease the percentage of sensors in error status; low count and 
threshold percentages will tend to increase the percentage of sensors in error status.

 ˽ Consecutive Failures Warning Threshold – Shows the number of consecutive failed 
connection attempts that need to occur for the status to change to “Warning.”
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 ˽ Consecutive Failures Error Threshold – Shows the number of consecutive failed con-
nection attempts that need to occur for the status to change to “Error.”

 ˽ Recent Data Interval Expiration – Shows the number of collection interval time peri-
ods that can pass before the recent data is expired. This means that if a sensor has a col-
lection interval of 30 seconds (and an interval expiration setting of 3) and the Collector 
is not able to retrieve data from that sensor for over 90 seconds then the recent data 
will expire. When a sensor does not have valid recent data, Collector will not display 
data for that sensor on either the Sensors page, the Sensor Config page, the TMDD 
export, or recent data table. Whether a sensor has recent data or not has no effect on 
sensor status. 

Timer Settings
The Timer Settings section allows you to control when Collector downloads the current 
configuration from each sensor, and to sync the onboard sensor clock with the current 
server time (see Figure 7.10). 

Figure 7.10 – Timer Settings

The Timer Settings section contains two automatic timers, which run on a fixed schedule, 
as well as a time synchronization control.  Below is a list and description of the timer setting 
options:

 ˽ Update Config Timer – Runs an Update Configuration job for every sensor registered 
in Collector and retrieves and saves the current configuration to the Collector data-
base. Selecting the Update Config Timer checkbox will toggle the automatic opera-
tions. The intervals will normally default to every 360 minutes (6 hours) and have a 
minimum of 10 minutes. The Next Run field will show the next scheduled run based 
on the current interval. An error alert will be displayed if the entered interval is invalid.  

 ˽ Synchronize Clock Timer – Runs a Sync Time job for every sensor registered in Col-
lector and changes the onboard system time for each sensor to the time on the Collec-
tor server. Selecting the Synchronize Clock Timer checkbox will toggle the automatic 
operations. The intervals will normally default to every 360 minutes (6 hours) and have 
a minimum of 10 minutes. The Next Run field will show the next scheduled run based 
on the current interval. An error alert will be displayed if the entered interval is invalid.  
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Note
Collector will not change the sensor’s clock unless the difference is greater than five 
seconds.

 ˽ Enable Auto Time Synchronization – Causes Collector to frequently check for devices 
with clocks that are more than five minutes off. 

Note
Continually running jobs to synchronize the sensor clock can have unintended 
consequences. Some sensors will not create a data interval unless it can create a 
complete interval. For example, if a sensor is set to five-minute bins, and it’s in the 
middle of a five-minute period when the clock changes, then it will not complete 
that bin and can cause data holes to occur. To help minimize this, it is recommended 
to not run time sync jobs too frequently and to use a time server to keep the Collec-
tor server’s clock aligned.

Data Settings
The Data Settings box contains settings for data collection and aggregation within Collec-
tor (see Figure 7.11). You can configure Collector to store and/or display data in English 
or metric units. Selecting Sensor Units from the Store Data In drop-down list will store 
incoming data in whatever units the sensor reports in.

Figure 7.11 – Data Settings

The four aggregation radio buttons allow system administrators to disable aggregation or 
toggle automatic data aggregation in 5-, 15-, or 60-minute intervals. Collector will retrieve 
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the previous hour’s worth of data for each sensor, bin them together in the enabled intervals 
and store them separately in the database. You can set aggregated data to be stored for 1 
month, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, or 5 years.

After making changes to the data settings, click the Save button.

Collection Settings
The Collection Settings section allows you to adjust the settings for retrieving missing data 
and other collection options (see Figure 7.12).

Figure 7.12 – Collection Settings

The Collection Settings section contains the following advanced properties concerning data 
collection and error reporting:z

 ˽ Max Queue Size – Shows the number of queued jobs the Collector can hold in memory.
 ˽ Max Thread Pool Size – Shows the number of worker threads Collector uses to handle 

non-data collection jobs.
 ˽ Max Collection Pool Size – Shows the number of worker threads Collector uses to 

handle data collection jobs.

Note
Improper adjustments to these three settings can cause fundamental breakdowns 
in Collector functionality. These settings should only be changed with direct guid-
ance from Wavetronix-authorized support personnel.

The Gap Free Data Options box controls how aggressive Collector is when retrieving all 
data from the sensors. When Retrieve all missing data gaps is selected, Collector will re-
trieve all data intervals from every sensor. However, doing this will require extra network 
processing. You can use the Retrieve missing data up to: xx hours old setting to only cap-
ture the specified amount of hours. To completely this feature, enter “0” hours old.

To change these collection values, enter the new values into the proper fields and click the 
Save button.
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Database Settings
The Database Settings section controls which instance of SQL Server Collector will use to 
read and write data when collected (see Figure 7.13). Once changes are made to these set-
tings, click the Save button.

Figure 7.13 – Database Settings

Note
Improper setting of these fields may potentially render Collector inoperable and 
should only be adjusted under the direct guidance of Wavetronix-authorized techni-
cians.

Log Level
The Log Level section controls the level of system errors that are logged and stored by Col-
lector (see Figure 7.14).

Figure 7.14 – Log Level

The log level setting will ignore any system error message lower than the current level. Se-
lect All to record all messages no matter the level of seriousness. Click the Save button once 
changes are made to the log level.

Session Timeout
The Session Timeout section controls how long a user session can remain inactive before 
automatically expiring and logging out (see Figure 7.16). The value can be any number 
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of minutes between 5 and 60. Click the Save button after making changes to the session 
timeout.

Figure 7.15 – Session Timeout

Classes Tab
The Classes tab allows you to adjust the displayed output for traffic vehicle classes in reports 
and queries from Collector (see Figure 7.16).

Figure 7.16 – Classes Tab

The Sensor Vehicle Classes grid shows the currently defined classes in Collector with their 
current names. To change a class name, select a class clicking the Select link in the left col-
umn, enter a new name in the Name field and click Update Class Name. Class names must 
be unique and can only contain alphanumeric characters, spaces, underscores or dashes.

Class names will be visible whenever reports or queries are run from Collector data that 
contains vehicle class data.
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Note
Many sensors do not use all 13 vehicle classes defined by Collector. The subset of 
classes used by each sensor may differ by sensor type. Consult sensor driver docu-
mentation for more details about which class numbers are used for data from that 
sensor type.

Notifications Tab
The Notifications tab allows you to inform system administrators of certain adverse condi-
tions that may occur during regular Collector use (see Figure 7.17). If certain alert condi-
tions are met, Collector will automatically send an email containing the alert details.

Figure 7.17 – Notifications Tab

You can set your own alerts, but only system administrators with the right privileges can 
view and edit other users’ notifications.

Select a user from the Notifications for User list, and the current notification settings (if 
any) will be displayed in the controls on the right.

The following are the four primary alerts that can be enabled for user notification:
 ˽ Queue Size Alert – Informs you that the Collector queue size on a server has exceeded 

a certain limit.
 ˽ CPU Alert – Informs you that the CPU usage for a Collector server has exceeded a 

certain percentage.
 ˽ Memory Alert – Informs you that the system memory usage for a Collector server has 

exceeded a certain percentage.
 ˽ Server Offline Alert – Informs you that a Collector server has gone offline and is no 

longer communicating.
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To enable an alert, check the box next to the alert name and fill in the threshold and dura-
tion parameters. The Threshold parameter represents the percentage of total system re-
source that needs to be exceeded in order to trigger the alert; the Duration parameter rep-
resents the amount of time (in minutes) that the threshold condition needs to continue to 
be met in order to trigger the alert. Duration values of zero will trigger the alert any time 
the threshold condition is exceeded.

If an alert is triggered, an email will automatically be sent to the user’s registered email address 
containing the type of alert, current condition on the server and the time the alert happened.

You can also set up automatic notification for system errors when they occur. Below is a list 
of the system error alert level choices found in the System Error Alert Level drop-down list:

 ˽ None
 ˽ Warnings or Higher – Includes Error and Critical.
 ˽ Errors or Higher – Includes Critical.
 ˽ Critical Failures Only

An email notification will be sent out containing the error information each time a system 
error is logged with the given error level or higher. Select None to turn off system error 
notification for a user.

Click the Save button once changes to the user notifications are made. Click the Cancel 
Changes button to go back to the previous notifications for all users.

Note
If the user information does not contain a valid email address, notifications will fail. 
Make sure that each user has a valid email in his/her user profile on the Users tab 
(see the Mail Settings box in the Settings tab).

Journal Tab
The Journal tab contains a list of recent operations performed by all users (see Figure 7.18). 
Whenever a user adds sensors, removes sensors or performs other Collector operations, a 
log entry will be made showing which user performed the action and when.
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Figure 7.18 – Journal Tab

The system journal can be sorted by clicking on the column headers. The Display Settings 
control in the left corner of the tab allows you to customize how many journal entries to 
display per page and which columns to display.

Service Tab
The Service tab contains features for backing up and restoring Collector configuration, as 
well as restarting the service as necessary (see Figure 7.19).

Figure 7.19 – Service Tab
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Click the Export Sensors button to take a snapshot of some or all of the current sensors 
registered in Collector and output it to XML format. After clicking Export Sensors, a link 
will appear allowing you to save the XML file to the local machine as a sensor configuration 
backup.

Selecting All will export all current sensors in the system. To select only a subset of Col-
lector sensors, choose the Manual Select option to open a tree control showing all the 
Collector sensors organized by network and collection status. Check the sensors to export 
in the tree and click Export Sensors to create the XML file with only the selected sensors 
included.

Note
Because of the different categories, each sensor will likely be listed in the tree in 
multiple locations. Checking multiple boxes for the same sensor will have no effect-
-the XML output will only contain one entry for that sensor.

Collector supports two kinds of XML formats for sensor export:  Simple and Full. Simple 
XML contains the following small subset of sensor information:  

 ˽ Sensor Type
 ˽ IP Address
 ˽ Port
 ˽ Multidrop ID
 ˽ Custom ID
 ˽ Location
 ˽ Description
 ˽ Collector ID

Full XML contains all sensor information including custom properties and driver information.

For Collector backup purposes, use the Full XML export option to ensure all sensor con-
figuration information is persisted. Use the Simple XML export if basic information about 
the sensors currently registered in Collector is needed for other systems or applications.

The Import Collector Sensors box allows you to upload a previously saved sensor configu-
ration XML file to Collector. Uploading a sensor XML file for a sensor that already exists 
will not create a duplicate of the current sensor configuration.
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Note
The Import Collector Sensors feature only supports the Full XML output. Simple 
XML output files can instead be added using the Address Book feature on the Add 
Sensors page.

Click the Create Backup button to back up all Collector configuration information in XML 
format. Regular backups of both sensor and non-sensor configuration are recommended 
for safety. These backups can be used to quickly restore Collector to a working configura-
tion in case of system problems.

The Automatic Backup Configuration box allows you to select the frequency at which the 
Collector will back up its configuration information (daily or weekly). This backup will 
create two files (DCBackup_<date_time>.zip and DCSensors_<date_time>.xml) and place 
them in the ConfigBackup directory. The zip file contains a full backup and the XML file 
contains just the sensors. It may be wise to move these files to a safe network location using 
a third party tool. This way, if a full system failure occurs, the backup will be available to 
make a full recovery. By default, the auto-backup will run weekly.

You can also email or FTP the automatic backup configuration file by selecting the Email 
or FTP checkboxes and entering your email and FTP information in the fields below. To set 
an FTP password, check the Check to set password checkbox and a FTP Password field 
will appear. Once all the information is entered, you can click either the Save Auto Backup 
Settings to save your settings or the Test Auto Backup Settings button to test the settings 
you have entered.

If it becomes necessary to restart the Collector service for any reason, clicking the Restart 
Collector Service button will send a message to restart the service. Using this feature allows 
Collector to perform any necessary cleanup of in-progress operations before restarting and 
is preferred over restarting the Collector service manually through the Windows Control 
Panel.

Support Tab
The Support tab contains Wavetronix contact information as well as information on how to 
create a support file (see Figure 7.20)
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Figure 7.20 – Support Tab





In this chapter
 ˽ About Tab
 ˽ License Info Tab
 ˽ License Agreement Tab
 ˽ Support Tab

8

The Help page contains some helpful information and links to important documents (in-
cluding the Command Collector User Guide). If you are having trouble with Collector func-
tionality, Wavetronix Technical Services will likely request some of the information from 
this page. Click on the Help link to navigate to the Help page (see Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1 – Help Page Link

About Tab
The About tab contains version information for the Collector service and the Collector 
Web interface. Wavetronix customer support will request this information if problems de-
velop (see Figure 8.2).

Help Page 8 
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Figure 8.2 – Help Page

User Guide Tab
The User Guide tab provides a link to download the current Command Collector User Guide 
in PDF form (see Figure 8.3)

Figure 8.3 – User Guide Tab

License Info Tab
The License Info tab displays license information indicating how many sensors may be 
added to Collector (see Figure 8.4). 
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Figure 8.4 – License Tab

The Command Collector License Information contains the following information: 
 ˽ Purchased – The amount of sensors allowed by your license.
 ˽ Used – The amount of sensors have been added to Collector.  

License Agreement Tab
The License Agreement tab contains a copy of the Collector End User’s License Agreement 
(see Figure 8.5).

Figure 8.5 – License Agreement Tab

Support Tab
The Support tab contains support information for contacting Wavetronix as well as the 
email and phone contact information for Wavetronix customer support (see Figure 8.6). 
This same tab can be found in the Support section of the System page.
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Figure 8.6 – Support Tab

The Troubleshooting information for Wavetronix box contains a utility to gather important 
Collector system and configuration information and package it into a zip file to send to 
Wavetronix Technical Services. If customer support becomes necessary, click the Create 
button and download the support package through the given link. A zip file can then be 
attached in an email to Wavetronix Technical Services.



In this chapter
 ˽ TMDD Information (Optional)
 ˽ Wavetronix SmartSensor (SS125)
 ˽ Wavetronix SmartSensor HD (SS105)
 ˽ 3M 900 Traffic Monitoring Card
 ˽ EIS RTMS X2/X3
 ˽ Autoscope
 ˽ Mikros
 ˽ Diamond

9

The following chapter outlines some of the custom information and controls provided by 
each of the currently supported Collector drivers. This chapter will be augmented by ad-
ditional manual addendums when new drivers are released. 

Each driver section below outlines the different data reports and data queries provided by 
each device, as well as the custom controls for each device that appear on the Add Sensor 
and Sensor Config pages. 

TMDD Information (Optional)
Each driver contains a TMDD section that allows you to edit location-specific settings (see 
Figure 9.1). 

Driver Reference 9 
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Figure 9.1 – TMDD Information Panel

The TMDD panel has the following fields:
 ˽ Latitude – Allows you to enter either North or South, degrees, minutes, and seconds of 

the latitude coordinates of the sensor.
 ˽ Longitude – Allows you to enter either East or West, degrees, minutes, and seconds of 

the longitude coordinates of the sensor.

Note
Some SmartSensor HD sensors include GPS information (Latitude and Longitude) 
or route names (highway designations such as US-45, I-15, etc.) embedded in the 
Location/Description strings. If Collector is unable to recognize the embedded Loca-
tion/Description strings, the user-defined GPS information from this control will be 
displayed.

 ˽ Datum – Used to calculate the latitude and longitude coordinates.
 ˽ Route Name – Used to report this sensor as part of a route.
 ˽ Owner – Used in TMDD reports.
 ˽ Station Name – Used in TMDD reports.
 ˽ Mile Marker – The Highway mile marker nearest the sensor’s location for TMDD re-

ports.

Wavetronix SmartSensor HD (SS125)
The Wavetronix SmartSensor HD (SS125) is a high definition radar device that uses dual-
radar speed technology to provide highly accurate, per-vehicle speed data (see Figure 9.2).
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Note
After you sync the time on the sensor to the time on your PC, interval times on the 
sensor may be off by a few seconds. Collector will then automatically change the 
interval time back to the normal time. For example, if Collector is expecting a time 
of 08:10:30 and it receives a time of 08:10:38, Collector will change the time back to 
08:10:30.

 

Figure 9.2 – SS125 Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Auto Detect GIS Settings – Turns on parsing for the Location field. Collector will at-

tempt to get the latitude, longitude and route name from the sensor’s location value and 
automatically load it into the appropriate fields. The Auto Detect will run every time 
the configuration is updated (usually every six hours).

 ˽ Comm Type – Allows you to choose Network, Serial or Serial Modem as the com-
munication type.

 ˽ Receive Delay – Allows you to control how many milliseconds Collector waits for re-
sponses to commands. This is to adjust for various network types and devices. Delaying 
avoids unnecessary errors/error statuses.

 ˽ Buffer-safe Collection – An option for dealing with limited capacity network devices. 
Some devices can’t handle as much data as Collector normally sends/receives, as fast as 
Collector sends/receives it. This causes the sensor to send its data in smaller chunks, so 
that its on-board memory does not overflow.

 ˽ Diagnostic Logging – Allows you to debug or detect problems with a driver. Collector 
will create a text log of commands sent, timing of events and response data from sen-
sors. Contact Wavetronix Technical Services before using this option.

Wavetronix SmartSensor (SS105)
The Wavetronix SmartSensor 105 is an above-ground traffic sensor that uses patented Digi-
tal Wave Radar technology to accurately detect vehicle volume, speed and occupancy from 
eight lanes of traffic simultaneously.
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The SmartSensor 105 has virtually all of its configuration information, including lanes and 
sensor intervals, available by protocol command through the driver (see Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.3 – SS105 Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Auto Detect GIS Settings (Lat/Long/Route) – Turns on parsing for the Location field. 

Collector will attempt to get the latitude, longitude and route name from the sensor’s 
location value and automatically load it into the appropriate fields. The Auto Detect 
will run every time the configuration is updated (usually every six hours).

 ˽ Comm Type – Allows you to choose Network, Serial or Modem as the communication 
type.

 ˽ Receive Delay – Allows you to control how many milliseconds Collector waits for re-
sponses to commands. This is to adjust for various network types and devices. Delaying 
avoids unnecessary errors/error statuses.

 ˽ Diagnostic Logging – Allows you to debug or detect problems with a driver. Collector 
will create a text log of commands sent, timing of events and response data from sen-
sors. Contact Wavetronix Technical Services before using this option.  

3M 940 Traffic Monitoring Card
The 3M microloop system is a highly accurate non-invasive inductive loop detector that is 
placed under the pavement or under bridges.

The majority of the 3M loop configuration can be obtained directly from the loop card 
through protocol commands. However, the card does not support onboard location and 
description strings, which can optionally be entered in the custom Web control for use 
inside Collector (see Figure 9.4).
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Figure 9.4 – 3M 900 Series Traffic Loop Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Location – A description of the place where the sensor is installed, which can be a 

name or geographic coordinates.
 ˽ Description – A description of the sensor’s location. 
 ˽ On Ramp – Checkmark this field if the sensor is being used on a one-lane ramp.

EIS RTMS X2/X3
The RTMS X2/X3 is a radar device that provides true presence detection of vehicles in 
multiple zones or lanes.

The RTMS protocol does not provide any means of obtaining configuration information 
through driver commands. Most of the configuration, including lane information, will need 
to be entered manually through the Web interface control when adding RTMS units to Col-
lector (see Figure 9.5).

Figure 9.5 – EIS RTMS X2/X3 Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Location – A description of the place where the sensor is installed, which can be a 

name or geographic coordinates.
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 ˽ Description – A description of the sensor’s location.
 ˽ Serial Number – The sensor’s serial number.
 ˽ Version – The sensor’s firmware version.

Lane Information (Required)
 ˽ Direction – Indicates not only the direction of traffic in each lane, but also how many 

lanes are active and how many and which lanes the sensor is capturing data from.
 ˽ Description – These fields are optional.

Lane information will need to be entered in order for Collector to interpret and store the 
lane data correctly. Set the Direction field for each lane (one to a maximum of eight) to be 
a value other than “OFF” to activate the lane. 

Autoscope
The Autoscope is a camera with a video detection system that delivers traffic data collection 
and incident detection (see Figure 9.6). The Detector ID fields allow you to enter the zone 
numbers you want to monitor.

Figure 9.6 – Autoscope Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Location – Allows you to enter the camera’s location. This can be a description or geo-

graphical coordinates.
 ˽ MVP ID – Autoscope’s ID for the camera. This will need to be set manually and can be 

found using the Autoscope Network browser. The MVP ID is needed for collection pur-
poses because Collector does not communicate directly with the Autoscope camera.

 ˽ Units – Allows you to select the units being used by the device.
 ˽ Sensor Interval – The onboard sensor collection interval in seconds.

Data Fields Enabled
The Data Fields Enabled settings tell the collection which fields to look for. These check-
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boxes should always be checked.

Below is a list of the controls located inside the Data Fields Enabled box:
 ˽ Speed – The speed of each vehicle.
 ˽ Volume – The number of vehicles that pass at a given point.
 ˽ Occupancy – Average time occupancy. The percentage of time that vehicles are de-

tected during the interval.
 ˽ Vehicle Class – The length of the vehicle.
 ˽ Flow Rate – The volume of vehicles per unit of time. Specifically, the vehicles per hour 

per lane.
 ˽ Headway – The average number of seconds between the fronts of the vehicles.
 ˽ Density – The number of vehicles per lane traveling between two points at a given time.
 ˽ Space Mean Speed – An estimate of the average of vehicle speed. The total distance 

traveled (by multiple vehicles) in a certain section of a roadway, divided by the total 
time required by the vehicles to traverse it.

 ˽ Space Occupancy – Also known as Lane Occupancy. The given length of a roadway that 
is occupied by vehicles at a point in time. It is a percentage of the given length. It equals 
the lengths of the vehicles, added together, then divided by the given length of roadway.

 ˽ Level of Service – How much of the road’s capacity is being used. The speed or flow, 
relative to capacity. The Levels of Service are defined within the Autoscope setup. 

Mikros Data Logger
The Mikros data loggers are used for applications such as loop only traffic monitoring, axle-
based classification and high speed weighing in motion (see Figure 9.7).

Figure 9.7 – Mikros Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Location – A description of the place where the sensor is installed, which can be a 

name or geographic coordinates.
 ˽ Description – A description of the sensor’s location.
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 ˽ Baud Rate – Baud rate for modem connection (Mikros devices are modem commu-
nication only).

 ˽ Timeout – Time in milliseconds Collector will attempt to make a modem connection 
before returning.

 ˽ Retry Count – If Collector cannot make a modem connection in the timeout period, 
(or if it contains a NO CARRIER error), it will try again this number of times before 
abandoning the collection attempt completely.

 ˽ Clear Data – Mikros has the ability to remove data from the onboard memory after col-
lection. If checked, Collector will clear the device buffers after successfully download-
ing data; if unchecked, the previous data will remain.

 ˽ Daytime Collection – If unchecked, the Diamond driver will ignore data collection 
commands during daytime hours (7 a.m. to midnight).

Class Mappings
Some Mikros devices have special PRG20/PRG23 or Heavy/Regular Vehicle collection en-
abled. This allows you to decide how those special vehicle classes are mapped to the stan-
dard Class1 to Class13 Collector classes. Ignore means that data is not mapped to any of the 
thirteen classes, and is ignored.

Diamond
Diamond traffic products specialize in traffic measurement and count up to four lanes of 
traffic using road tube, piezo, and/or loop presence sensors (see Figure 9.8).

Figure 9.8 – Diamond Custom Panel

Custom Fields
 ˽ Location – A description of the place where the sensor is installed, which can be a 

name or geographic coordinates.
 ˽ Description – A description of the sensor’s location.
 ˽ Use Location/Description From Device – Attempt to find appropriate strings on de-

vice config fields. As with the SmartSensor AutoDetect, this will overwrite any manual 
changes to location/description if checked.

 ˽ Baud Rate – Baud rate for modem connection (Diamond devices are modem com-
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munication only).
 ˽ Timeout – Time in milliseconds Collector will attempt to make a modem connection 

before returning.
 ˽ Retry Count – If Collector cannot make a modem connection in the timeout period 

(or if it runs into a NO CARRIER error), it will try again this number of times before 
abandoning the collection attempt completely.

 ˽ Read Delay (ms) – Milliseconds Collector will wait after sending a command before it 
attempts to read the response.

 ˽ Device Password – Some Diamond devices are password protected and need a pass-
word sent for each command before it will respond.

 ˽ Daytime Collection – If not checked, the Diamond driver will ignore data collection 
command during daytime hours (7 a.m. to midnight).
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